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Abstract 

Earlier research have portrayed Afro-Swedes’ situation in mostly negative terms and 

have often concentrated on just one or a few spheres of society. Success stories are 

overridden by examples of discrimination. This research aim to contribute to a broader 

picture and asks how the situation of Afro-Swedes as a minority group in the Swedish 

society could be understood. This qualitative desk study uses the framework from Hans-

Ingvar Roth’s book Mångkulturalismens utmaningar (2005) [Challenges of 

Multiculturalism], to answer this questions. This research shows that Afro-Swedes 

experience positive and/or negative distance and/or inclusion within twelve identified 

spheres of society. Sometimes both positive and negative inclusion/distance is present 

even in the same sphere. The analysis of this research suggests that Afro-Swedes as a 

minority is rather distanced than included in the Swedish society, no matter if it is 

voluntary or not. This research do not neglect the discrimination or racism that many 

Afro-Swedes witness about, however, it supplements the more often negative picture 

presented. It does so by showing a more complex image where positive – as well as 

negative – elements of Afro-Swedes’ situation can be found in the Swedish society.  
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1 Introduction 

Where is the overall picture of Afro-Swedes’ situation in the Swedish society? Or the 

examples of succeeded integration and equal opportunities? Available research contain 

mostly negative conclusions, popular culture often portrays the castaway perspective of 

the minority and in statistics, Afro-Swedes are concerned mostly when it comes to 

afrophobian
1
 hate-crimes. Does this give a fair picture on the situation of Afro-Swedes? 

Whenever and wherever there is one single case of a hate-crime or discrimination taking 

place, it should of course be highlighted and prevented. Nevertheless, this research 

questions the one-sided information available and the research debates’ unanimity in 

terms of mostly presenting negative aspects of the situation of Afro-Swedes. Therefore 

this paper will aim to show data and analysis that describes both sides of the coin of 

Afro-Swedes’ participation in the Swedish society today. The topic of this research will 

be the situation of Afro-Swedes, defined by Afrosvenskarnas Riksförbund [the National 

Association for Afro-Swedes] as Swedish inhabitants with any type of African origin 

(Afrosvenskarna, 2015b) See chapter 1.6.1 Afro-Swedes for discussion on the concept. 

 

1.1 Topic and Research Problem  

Afrosvenskarnas Riksförbund estimates there are 150.000 Afro-Swedes living in 

Sweden (Afrosvenskarna, 2015a). Another estimation, made by Mångkulturellt 

centrum, is that approximately 180.000 people should be included in the group of Afro-

Swedes, whereby 60% are foreign-born and 40% are Swedish-born. Swedish 

                                                 
1
The UN define that afrophobia is “hostility toward people with a background in sub-Saharan Africa or 

who are African diaspora” (Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:7,11). According to Mångkulturellt centrum, 

the term was introduced in Sweden in 2006 by Afro-Swedes active within Afrosvenskarnas Riksförbund. 

As late as 2014, Brottsförebyggande Rådet were the only administrative authority that used the concept: 

when presenting hate-crime statistics in sub-categories whereby afrophobia is one (Mångkulturellt 

centrum, 2014a:12,27). The Swedish law mentions afrophobia once, namely in the Statute of Government 

Grants to Operations against Racism and Similar Forms of Intolerance. Here, afrophobia is listed as one 

of those similar forms of intolerance (Notisum, 2015a).  
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demography statistics does not incorporate ethnicity, which is why Mångkulturellt 

centrum claims the statistics are insufficient and brings estimations instead of real 

numbers (Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:5,13,16f). 

Since African migration to Sweden is fairly new, it might not be surprising there 

are not much academic literature on the topic Afro-Swedes. One can find authority 

reports concerning or mentioning Afro-Swedes, but most of these are on the topic of 

discrimination and hate-crime. For instance, the European Union Agency for 

Fundamental Rights (FRA) has concluded Africans are one of the two most vulnerable 

groups
2
 in the EU and the European Network Against Racism (ENAR) agrees (ENAR, 

2014:264f; FRA 2012:3). Moreover, Swedish domestic reports highlight this picture on 

national level in Sweden: Afro-Swedes are discriminated against on the housing market, 

have a higher unemployment rate than original Swedes and other minorities and is the 

poorest group in Sweden according to Diskrimineringsombudsmannen [the Swedish 

Equality Ombudsman] (DO, 2008:28f,31,42) and Socialstyrelsen [the Swedish Health 

and Human Services Department] (2008:39,45f). In November 2013, the Swedish 

government gave Mångkulturellt centrum [Multicultural Centre] the task to map out 

afrophobia in Sweden due to a lack of knowledge on the area (Swedish Government, 

2013). The report Afrofobi – en kunskapsöversikt över afrosvenskars situation i dagens 

Sverige [Afrophobia – A Knowledge Overview of the Situation of Afro-Swedes in 

Sweden Today] was presented in February 2014 and concludes that Afro-Swedes are 

most vulnerable to hate-crimes in Sweden and that hate-crimes increased by 24% since 

2008. Furthermore, the report highlights vardagsrasism
 
[everyday racism], predominant 

stereotypes of Africans dating back to colonial times and Swedish neglect of race 

making the situation indescribable for those exposed to racial discrimination 

(Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:5,7). Violence is more common in hate-crime towards 

Afro-Swedes, than towards any other minority in Sweden according to 

                                                 
2
The other most vulnerable group in the European Union is according to FRA Romas (FRA, 2012:3). 
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Brottsförebyggande Rådet [the Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention] (Brå, 

2014:9; ibid.). Both violent and nonviolent hate-crimes towards Afro-Swedes are 

increasing, according to Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a:30f).  

Afrophobia is furthermore claimed to often be neglected in politics and 

sometimes even maintained or joked about by public personalities (Mångkulturellt 

centrum 2014a:5,7,22,38, 2014b; Swedish Government 2013), as when former Swedish 

culture minister Lena Adelsohn Liljeroth cut a piece of a cake designed as a blackface
3
 

while laughing (Momodou 2012). Jallow Momodou, Spokesman for Afrosvenskarnas 

Riksförbund [the National Association for Afro-Swedes] and National Coordinator for 

ENAR in Sweden, highlighted this event in the UK newspaper The Guardian and 

questioned the neglect of the Swedish society towards afrophobia disguised in humour, 

student pranks and the perceived lack of Swedish involvement in the colonial times 

(ibid.). Another input to the debate has been made by Samson Beshir and Tobias 

Hübinette, the authors of the Afrophobia report mentioned above (Mångkulturellt 

centrum 2014a). They question why the Swedish government in 2014 suggested 

removing the race notion from Swedish legislation even though the report claims it is 

crucial to acknowledge race to combat racial discrimination. Afrophobia is according to 

them primary based on colour – thus race – and not the notion of religion, language, 

culture or ethnicity. Making the law colour-blind would thus not help to eradicate 

afrophobia according to Beshir & Hübinette (2014). 

In sum, afrophobia and discrimination of Afro-Swedes do exist in the Swedish 

society according to the Swedish Government (2013), other Swedish authorities (Brå, 

2014; DO, 2008; Socialstyrelsen, 2008), the foundation Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a; 

2014b), UNAS (Gabelic & Nordin, 2014) and Swedish academics (Beshir & Hübinette, 

2014; Momodou, 2012).  However, few of these sources investigate the overall situation 

                                                 
3
Blackface is the name of a malicious portrait of an African. The stereotype was introduced in the USA in 

the beginning of the 19th century in shows where white people painted themselves black with the aim to 

make fun of slaves from the farms (Torén Björling 2012). 
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of the minority group of Afro-Swedes and there is a knowledge gap about Afro-Swedes’ 

overall inclusion (or non-inclusion) in the society. One could question if all Afro-

Swedes are discriminated by all other people when there are not much other 

information to find on their situation. 

By using the analytical framework from Hans-Ingvar Roth’s book 

Mångkulturalismens utmaningar [Challenges of Multiculturalism] (2005), covering 

both positive and negative factors in terms of positive/negative inclusion and 

positive/negative distance, this research will try to contribute to the understanding of 

Afro-Swedes’ situation as a minority in the Swedish society.  

 

1.2 Existing Academic Literature and Significance 

1.2.1 Research on Afro-Swedes 

The existing research concerning Afro-Swedes is not very broad, but it do exist. For 

example, research on discrimination where afrophobia sometimes is mentioned as one 

type of discrimination can be found (Cwejman, 2012; Demker, 2014; Hübinette et al, 

2012; Pripp & Öhlander, 2012; Snellman, 2007). Research on Afro-Swedes’ situation 

have often been done as experiments to investigate for example if a person with an 

African name got treated differently than the person with a Swedish name, at the 

housing market, employment market and in entertainment (Bursell, 2012; Pripp & 

Öhlander, 2012:95ff). In her field experiment study, Moa Bursell wrote equal 

applications to employers with one major difference, the name. Only 17,4% 

applications with African names were responded, while 65% of the applications with 

Swedish names were responded to (Bursell, 2012;51,60). Discussions in Om ras och 

vithet i det samtida Sverige [About Race and Whiteness in Contemporary Sweden], 

concerns not only Afro-Swedes, but also other ethnicities, and conclude that writings on 

race and whiteness in contemporary Swedish society are lacking. There is a need of 

removing the taboo of talking about race, to justify a debate on racism, according to 
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Hübinette et al., (2012:12f,17,35). Quraishi & Philburn present the same point of view 

and express the opinion that racism has to be acknowledged by politicians and policies 

(Quraishi & Philburn, 2015:ix). Adam Cwejman, Integration worker at Swedish think-

tank Timbro, is also concerned about the discrimination debate but rather in the 

opposite way. While Hübinette et al. clearly wants to highlight the race debate, 

Cwejman argues that if the common thought is that discrimination imbues the society at 

for example the employment market, then less individuals from the perceived 

discriminated group would educate themselves to try to take part of that market. Also 

other self-fulfilling prophecies are deliberated on in the context of discrimination in 

Sweden by Cwejman (2012:53ff,57ff).  

As stated, a rare theme of existing academic literature is on Afro-Swedes’ 

situation over all. Jonathan Ngeh however, investigates Somali and Cameroonian 

immigrants in Malmö and how they experience life there. He concludes they face 

exclusion in many parts of society compared to natives and furthermore that amount of 

years lived in Sweden matters (Ngeh, 2011:187,189). 

According to Mångkulturellt centrum, the quantitative researches on Afro-

Swedes are often dependent on statistics of Swedish inhabitants born in Africa. This is a 

problem since it does not cover those Afro-Swedes born in Sweden or other places in 

the world than Africa. The Qualitative research is either based on interviews with Afro-

Swedes or more theoretical on the African diaspora. Common to both the quantitative 

and the qualitative studies Mångkulturellt centrum brings up are the concentration on 

discrimination, afrophobia and mostly negative aspects on the situation of Afro-Swedes 

(Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:45,55).  

 

1.2.2 Significance 

Peace and development is often concerned to be a multidisciplinary field that 

investigates somewhere else than in a society considered developed such as the 
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Swedish. However, the topic of Afro-Swedes’ situation can be interesting and highly 

concerned to be a matter of a peace and development researcher for more than one 

reason. First of all, due to its reflection upon many of the topics included in the 

multidisciplinary field of peace and development; minorities, migration, equality, 

integration, national policy, education, history and furthermore investigating a group 

based on a mixed global south-north identity. Second, there is a research gap to fill: To 

cover a more holistic picture of how the Afro-Swedish minority is taking part of the 

Swedish society (or not), both when it comes to positive factors such as integration as 

well as the negative factors such as segregation. To be able to give an overview of the 

greater picture is considered important in the field of peace and development due to 

conflicts and underdevelopments many reasons and triggers. Third, minority studies is a 

topic that could be highlighted all over the world, but the start has to be somewhere and 

it can always be rewarding to start examining one owns backyard and highlight a 

situation there, before going to the neighbour to examining theirs’. The last but not least 

significance for this study relates to the International Decade for People of African 

Descent 2015-2024 that was announced by UNGA by resolution 68/237 (UN, 2015). 

Thus this research is well connected to a topic contemporary highlighted by the largest 

IGO working with peace and development, the UN. 

   

1.3 Objective of the Study 

As seen, research have often concentrated on discrimination towards Afro-Swedes, but 

does not cover much about other aspects, for instance succeeded integration or equal 

opportunities. Due to lack of research on the more holistic situation of the minority 

Afro-Swedes, this research will try to find such an understanding through looking at 

positive/negative inclusion and positive/negative distance in comparison to the majority 

group of Swedes.  
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1.4 Research Questions 

The main research question is: 

- How can the situation of Afro-Swedes as a minority group in the Swedish 

society be understood? 

 

Furthermore, the sub-questions aimed to be answered are: 

- How is inclusion present in the situation of the Afro-Swedish minority? 

- How is distance present in the situation of the Afro-Swedish minority? 

 

The choice and use of the concepts Afro-Swedes and situation is explained in chapter 

1.6 Terms: Definition and Discussion. The research questions are chosen to respond to 

the objective of the study presented above, and will be deliberated upon in chapter 6 

Analysis – with help from the analytical framework of Hans-Ingvar Roth presented in 

chapter 2 Analytical Framework.  

 

1.5 Analytical Framework 

In his book Mångkulturalismens utmaningar [Challenges of Multiculturalism], Hans-

Ingvar Roth describes a framework where the notions positive/negative inclusion and 

positive/negative distance appears. The idea Roth describes is that the ethical and 

political challenges of multiculturalism is defined by the question on “how [...] 

constructive coexistence between individuals and groups could be understood and be 

actualized”
4
 (Roth, 2005:12). If constructive coexistence is present or not, can be 

analysed by the relations of distance and inclusion. Minority issues in modern societies 

especially, can be discussed in terms of this conceptualization, according to Roth. It 

refers to relations between groups, and most important, between the majority group and 

                                                 
4
Translated by author 
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different minority groups. Roth explains positive inclusion as integration and negative 

inclusion as assimilation. When it comes to distance, a negative distance could be 

forced segregation while the right to keep traditions, religion and language would on the 

other hand be examples of positive distance (Roth, 2005:13f,173). 

 

1.6 Terms: Definition and Discussion 

Johannessen & Tufte and Creswell both argue that definitions, development and 

discussion around a research key concept can be crucial on how the research is 

understood by the reader. Some keywords might be understood totally different by one 

than by another, which is why it is important to line out the definition with inclusive and 

exclusive interpretations (Creswell, 2009:39ff; Johannessen & Tufte, 2003:39ff). This 

section will clarify how this research has thought about the terms Afro-Swede, Situation, 

Integration and Assimilation and lastly the n-word. 

 

1.6.1 Afro-Swedes 

The term Afro-Swedes is defined as Swedish inhabitants with any type of African origin 

by Afrosvenskarnas Riksförbund
5
 (Afrosvenskarna, 2015b) and it has been an 

established concept since 1990, according to Mångkulturellt centrum. Mångkulturellt 

centrum defines Afro-Swedes as “all residents in Sweden of sub-Saharan African 

descent including the Americas and the Caribbean”
6
 (Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:7). 

This definition is both more narrow and wider, since it makes a distinction that only 

sub-Saharan Africans are included, while it explicitly mentions American and 

                                                 
5
Until recently, Afrosvenskarnas Riksförbund had another definition on their webpage. Afro-Swedes were 

defined as people with African origin in Sweden (Afrosvenskarna, 2015a). This was changed during 

spring/summer 2015 thus while this research took place. This shows how current the debate is and that 

also the main organization in Sweden representing the rights of Afro-Swedes had to make an up-date of 

their core definition. The old definition could for example include tourists in Sweden while the recent 

definition excludes that group. 
6
Translated by author 
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Caribbean descent as well. This research will use the definition from Afrosvenskarnas 

Riksförbund, since it is more inclusive. The research aim to investigate the minority 

with origin from Africa living in Sweden, no matter if born in Africa, Sweden or 

elsewhere, or if being first, second or third generation in Sweden. Therefore, it could be 

too narrow to limit the concept to residents, a term sometimes interchangeable with the 

term citizens. From using inhabitant
7
 one is not excluding African-born refugees or 

asylum seekers living in Sweden many years before they become Swedish citizens.  

Even if 60% of the Afro-Swedes are believed to be foreign-born, it is crucial that 

the reader do not make the mistake to believe the research is about an immigrant group, 

since being an Afro-Swede is not equivalent with being an immigrant. Afro-Swedes 

also include those 40% of Swedish-born Swedish inhabitants with African descent. 

Africans in Sweden or African immigrants is not the limited target group due to the 

implication that only first generation immigrants would be concerned. It is important 

that the reader carefully understand when this research distinguish between foreign-

born, African-born and Swedish-born Afro-Swedes, due to the concepts’ different 

characteristics.  

Using a concept such as Afro-Swede, risk reproducing a notion grouping a large 

amount of people together where the only similarities might be – in this case – living in 

Sweden and have African origin. This research is fully aware that Africa is a large 

continent with great diversity between nations, ethnicity, language, religion and other 

particularities. However as Johan Heinö claims, “To understand a society we are 

sometimes forced to see individuals as participants of social collectives that we can 

compare with each other…”
8
 (Johan Heinö, 2012:105f, cited in Brinkemo, 2014:136).  

As Quraishi & Philburn state, defining a group by race or ethnicity always risk 

to reproduce stereotypes, but self-directed self-racialisation – as in defining oneself 

                                                 
7
Thus inhabitants as in the synonomous use as of residents, but not as in the use of residents as 

synonomous to citizen. 
8
Translated by author 
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with affiliations in terms of race – can also be seen as a sort of empowering identity 

construction  (Quraishi & Philburn, 2015:13,17,25,41ff). Afro-Swedes is often claimed 

to be such terminology chosen by the group itself which is evident in for instance 

anthologies (for example Abdu, 2009b; Abraham, 2009a; Bitwara, 2009;  Boateng, 

2009; Ibrahim, 2009b; Jalloh, 2009a, Musasa, 2009; Muhanzu, 2009; Ngendangenzwa, 

2009) and furthermore the origin of the word: Mångkulturellt centrum’s claim the 

expression is developed by Afro-Swedes themselves in 1990 when Afrosvenskarnas 

Riksförbund [the National Association for Afro-Swedes] was created (Mångkulturellt 

centrum, 2014a:13; 2014b). The organization by no mean represent all inhabitants in 

Sweden with African origin, nevertheless they work for equal rights and empowerment 

of the group and has chosen the name with no intention to stigmatize or disrespect. 

Gärding witness about a discussion among her Afro-Swedish co-writers on the term 

African-Swedish, however the most important is that them as a group is able to define 

themselves – as with Afro-Swedish, Gärding (2009a:120f) states. 

 

1.6.2 Situation  

The research question is asking about the situation of Afro-Swedes. Situation in this 

research referes to the conditions of being in the society, and used in such manner as by 

famous sociologist Zygmunt Bauman in Modernity and the Holocaust when discussing 

the situation of the Jews in Europe (Bauman 2010).  

  

1.6.3 Integration and Assimilation as Different Types of Inclusion 

The difference between integration and assimilation is, according to Strömbäck, that 

“[...] integration means that you are surrounded by the new culture and to different 

extent takes part of it, while assimilation implies total adjustment to the new culture.”
9
 

                                                 
9
Translated by author 
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(Strömbäck, 1997a:50). Lundh adds that integration is when something new is achieved 

when two or more factors meet and mix up (Lundh, 2005:52).  

The term inclusion is in the risk zone of being confused with integration, which 

is why it is important to untangle the differences since this research will deal with both 

concepts. Also assimilation has a close connection to the two concepts within this 

research: While Roth brings the concepts of integration and assimilation into his 

discussions containing the analytical framework for this research, he refers integration 

to the concept of positive inclusion. Thus in this view, integration is a type of inclusion, 

however not said that inclusion is integration since negative inclusion is not. Negative 

inclusion is rather different types of assimilation, for instance manipulation or 

indoctrination, within Roth’s concept and is labelled negative because of the 

involuntary aspects of assimilation (Roth 2005:50,75f). Similar to integration, it is 

reasonable to make a distinct notion that assimilation is a type of inclusion, while 

inclusion does not have to be assimilation. 

  

1.6.4 The n-word 

This research will adopt the standpoint of Mångkulturellt centrum’s Afrophobia report 

where they write that the derogating word starting with an n (in both English and 

Swedish) will be referred to the n-word and nothing else. The purpose of this is to avoid 

keeping alive offending word choices. Alike in the report on Afrophobia, the n-word 

will in this research be a part of those quotes were it was used, in matter to keep the 

original language and tone in quoting (Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:23). 

 

1.7 Method, Methodology and Sources 

This research is a qualitative desk study, collecting empirical data on how Afro-Swedes’ 

situation looks like in the Swedish society to be able to answer the research questions. 

Sources used are academic articles, newspaper articles, books, documentaries, 
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institutional reports and documents produced by NGOs and Swedish and European 

organizations. There is a small upraise of popular culture concerning how it is to live in 

Sweden with African origin. These are often books with chapters constituting an 

anthology each describing feelings and situations from different Afro-Swedish authors. 

These sources provide interesting input to the research questions since they often comes 

without major interpretations or conclusions from an auditor. 

The findings will be axial coded, thus classified (Johannessen & Tufte, 

2003:261) into two levels (see Appendix 6). First, according to the analytical 

framework in terms of what data that can be considered belong to what sphere of 

society, and second, the findings’ new inputs sometimes lead to a sub-level of coding, 

or themes, within the spheres. Later it will be analysed to be understood with help from 

the analytical framework. Using an already established analytical framework will make 

it easier to grasp the findings and discuss the understandings. 

The choice of method concerning a qualitative desk study or a qualitative field 

study has been deliberated upon carefully and fell on the former option because the 

research questions aim to build a broad understanding on the situation of the minority of 

Afro-Swedes. Choosing one nationality or one city to make interviews in, would risk 

narrowing down the result. A desk study can aim on being more inclusive of Afro-

Swedes by not concentrating on certain locations or nationalities. This is thus seen as a 

strength in this research since the chosen method will help to see patterns in the social 

structure of Swedish society and be analysed in whole by the analytical framework. 

 

1.8 Limitations and delimitations 

Afro-Swedes is the group chosen for this investigation and that group is per definition 

found in the Swedish society, which is why a geographical delimitation to Sweden and 

data from or on the Swedish society is appropriate. Another (de)limitation is language. 

Due to the geographical delimitation, most sources will be in Swedish, or in some cases 
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English. However, it is easier to account findings from for instance newspapers and 

authorities, if the language is understood directly by the researcher, thus with no need to 

translation risking language-related biases in the core findings. Therefore, only Swedish 

and English sources have been searched for within this research. 

By choosing to do a desk study on this topic, there will be no discussions with 

those who are concerned as primary sources, namely Afro-Swedes. The consequence is 

that mostly secondary sources will be used when describing individuals’ situations. 

Some anthologies can however be considered primary sources. Nevertheless, the 

analytical framework will be used as a tool to gain understanding about a broader 

picture of Afro-Swedes’ situation in the Swedish society and as already mentioned, a 

small sample of interviews would not contribute to see patterns of the society which this 

research aims to explain. Furthermore, a limitation that might affect the result of this 

research is that most sources on the topic are published by organizations or other 

stakeholders that might have interest of affecting a political agenda or raise awareness 

of certain topics or situations.  

A major limitation that has been acknowledged during the research, and also 

pointed out by many sources, is the Swedish neglecting of race and cultural background 

in population counts. As DO points out, the Swedish law see only one race, namely the 

human race (DO, 2015). As a result, there are only estimations on how many Afro-

Swedes there are, as seen in chapter 1.1 Topic and Research Problem. Furthermore, 

Swedish statistics in employment, housing, education and similar data, is based on birth 

region, but never on descent or ethnicity. Therefore it is easy to find statistics 

representing foreign-born Afro-Swedes, but not the whole group. Statistics on 

afrophobian crimes are fairly new, as well as the use of the conceptualization Afro-

Swedes, which also result in difficulties to assure that the source actually concerns Afro-

Swedes, and no other group. Furthermore, as already mentioned, the notions foreign-
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born, African-born and Swedish-born Afro-Swedes has to be acknowledged by both the 

writer and the reader. 

 

1.9 Ethical Issues 

Since this research will be a desk study, there are not many ethical issues to account for. 

However, when doing research on a minority group, it is important not to put the group 

being investigated in danger of being stigmatized. Afro-Swedes is therefore a concept, 

already deliberated upon carefully in chapter 1.6 Terms: Definition and Discussion. In 

Researching Racism, Quraishi & Philburn discuss pitfalls that researchers risk to fall 

into when studying particular ethnic minority populations. For instance, it could be 

counter-effective to put a certain topic or specific phenomenon together with a minority 

or state a purpose with factors involved without considering if that would be an 

underlying assumption or an actual open question group (Quraishi & Philburn, 

2015:78). This research has chosen one open research question, followed by two sub-

questions, one about positive factors and one on negative factors. This is thus a 

necessary balance. If both questions would be negative, already the research design 

would assume the situation of Afro-Swedes contain more negative than positive aspects. 

One has to take into account that there is a huge research debate on identity 

within various fields such as psychology and sociology. This research has no intention 

to invest in that debate, neither to frame individuals to a group they do not identify 

themselves with. With that said, conducting a desk study, a definition becomes 

necessary of the group investigated. Therefore the definition of Afro-Swedes presented 

in chapter 1.6 Terms: Definition and Discussion, will be the point of departures when 

this research search for material, analyse findings and draw conclusions.  

In a few of the published anthologies used as sources, some of the Afro-Swedes 

participating are minors, often with both name and picture published. Here logic 

thinking on the ethical question of referring to these minors have to apply: Since the 
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information is already found together with name and picture in the anthologies, it can be 

assumed they have given their consent of the publication of the original material, and 

therefore it seems hard to question the use of their names in this research, since they are 

the authors of their own stories and should therefore be referred to as such. 

Connected to the analytical framework, Roth himself argues, it is important to 

take into account who decides if distance or inclusion is positive or negative. When a 

researcher not belonging to the minority group draws conclusions, they might differ to 

if a researcher part of it, would examine the same situation (Roth, 2005:17). Therefore, 

due to that this research has been conducted by a person not belonging to the minority 

investigated, it has to closely follow the steps Roth advice to, to make sure the analysis 

is as objective as possible: First investigate if the distance or inclusion is forced upon 

the minority or not, and then deliberate on if the distance and inclusion provides 

opportunities for the minority group members to feel justice, self-esteem and social 

community, or not (Roth, 2005:18). 

 

1.10 Structure 

Chapter 2 Analytical Framework will make a brief comparison with a few different 

frameworks and argue why the one from Hans-Ingvar Roth was choosen for this 

research and explain its content and how it will be used. Chapter 3 Methodological 

Framework goes into detail on what methods have been used, how and why, followed 

by a discussion around the choice of sources. This follows by chapter 4 Background, 

which presents an historical context of Afro-Swedes and the view upon Africa in 

Swedish history, Swedish immigration and integration policy, as well as the situation of 

Afro-Swedes in late 20
th

 century. Following, chapter 5 Findings will present the 

findings from the 21
st
 century. These findings from contemporary time are arranged in 

sub-headings with the coding connected to Hans-Ingvar Roth’s spheres presented in 

Figure 1, chapter 2. Findings not applicable to codes by Roth’s spheres, are given own 
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codes, furthermore sub-codes will sometimes occur. Chapter 6 Analysis look at the 

results through the lens of the analytical framework and deliberate on what can be said 

about Afro-Swedes situation and connect some of the background information from 

chapter 4 to the findings in chapter 5. Chapter 6 also present Figure 2 that is an 

extension and a modification of Figure 1, visualizing the complexity of Afro-Swedes’ 

situation. Rounding up, chapter 7 Conclusion gives some last thoughts on what this 

research has shown and not shown, moreover on what gaps future research could 

possibly fill.  
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2 Analytical Framework 
This chapter will first briefly compare different analytical frameworks in 2.1, then go 

over to explain the chosen analytical framework from Hans-Ingvar Roth in 2.2, and 

finally in 2.3, explain how it will be used in the analysis. 

 

2.1 Choice of Analytical Framework 

After deciding upon writing about a minority, there are a few analytical frameworks 

worth to review and consider. One of them, explaining the situation of a minority could 

be the (dis)empowerment model by Friedmann, deliberating on households’ access to 

bases of social power. The bases Friedmann sets out are defensible life space, surplus 

time over subsistence requirements, knowledge and skills, appropriate information, 

social organisation, social networks, instruments of work and livelihood, and financial 

resources (Friedmann, 1998:67ff).  A lack of inclusion of a minority to these power 

bases would contribute to a relative poverty as well as segregation. In a developed 

society as the Swedish one, the (dis)empowerment model could be used to discuss how 

to decrease the relative poverty and improve the wealth of the households of those 

concerned. This is thus a framework that could be interesting to apply in minority 

research but where the point of departure is that the minority is relatively poor. 

In the unpublished Bachelor thesis Roma discrimination in Europe, another 

framework deriving from Bauman’s understanding of the Holocaust in his book 

Modernity and the Holocaust, was used to examine why discrimination and exclusion of 

Romas in Europe could continue (Bauman, 2010; Ehrenstråhle, 2012). In his book, 

Bauman wanted to point out the ordinary circumstances the Holocaust could take place 

within, in the modern society and it provides an inclusive framework transfering 

compliance to society level, and gives the discriminated group a more active role in the 

situation rather than just considering them to be victims, while looking at contemporary 

significance rather than historical (Ehrenstråhle, 2012:29). The framework has 
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successfully been able to provide a sense of understanding of the discrimination of Jews 

before and during the Holocaust and the continuing discrimination of Romas in 

contemporary Europe. Both cases share the widely accepted and long lasting 

suppression of the respective minority (Bauman, 2010; Ehrenstråhle, 2012). Bauman’s 

framework could have been useful if the topic was discrimination of a minority. 

However since this research will try to give the overall picture of a minority, it has to go 

beyond Bauman’s framework that is concentrated on cornerstones of the modern society 

as facilitators of discrimination (Ehrenstråhle, 2012:8). Other analytical frameworks 

possible to use while analysing minorities are those such as by Goffman (1963) and 

Fredman (2002). While Goffman present stigmatization, Fredman treat historical and 

political aspects in the society, but what they have in common with the Bauman 

framework is the concentration on discrimination against minority.  

Another framework that comes to mind, is the network theories summarized and 

discussed by Cornwell & Dokshin. They claim it is widely accepted that networking is 

important among the elite and that this networking keep the elite sustainable and other 

groups distanced from benefits of the society. Cornwell & Dokshin contribute to the 

networking-discussion and claim that more influential elites usually have greater 

affiliation with other socio-demographic groups than less influential elites and conclude 

“elites construct networks that maximize their access to one another” (Cornwell & 

Dokshin, 2014:803ff,826). In similarity to Freidmann and Bauman, the theory Cornwell 

& Dokshin describes, is making a distinct border between the elite and the 

disempowered as underlying assumptions.  

In sum, the frameworks accounted for above would not give an overall holistic 

picture when researching Afro-Swedes situation. If choosing for example Bauman, 

Goffman, Fredman or referring to the network theories, one assume as a point of 

departure that there are discrimination towards Afro-Swedes or that elites would try to 

keep a distance towards them. Furthermore, Friedmann’s assumption would start out 
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with the notion of poverty and also point out the minority as vulnerable. Using Roth’s 

analytical framework however, will give the possibility to measure how well integrated 

Afro-Swedes are in the Swedish society with both positive and negative aspects and 

features of the situation. Furthermore, while other theories tend to put a hierarchy 

between groups, as the network theories, Roth’s framework makes it possible to discuss 

integration on a more horizontal basis, as will be shown in the next section. 

 

2.2 Roth’s Analytical Framework 

According to Hans-Ingvar Roth, his conceptualisation in Mångkulturalismens 

utmaningar [Challenges of Multiculturalism] has the strength to give a scale of relations 

between groups that is not only theorized around the majority and their relations to one 

single other group. With this conceptualization, Roth wants to provide a framework 

where analysing group relations can be both stretching over different types of 

minorities, and making sure positive inclusion and distance can be accomplished 

without reaching the negative varieties.  Roth claims that too much distance creates 
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isolation, while too much inclusion suppress one’s self-esteem and that policy making 

for integration and minorities have to find the right balance (Roth 2005:9,14ff,16). 

Figure 1 is a visualization of the framework and shows the four concepts 

understood within different spheres of society. Roth separates the spheres of 

language/religion/culture from the spheres of politics/labour/higher education and 

claims the former to be more connected to minority and identity politics while the latter 

is concerned in integration politics. The former refers to characteristics of the 

group/individual while the latter refers to common societal responsibilities (Roth, 

2005:16). Positive distance is the contrast to negative inclusion and positive inclusion 

and negative distance are contrast in the similar way (Roth, 2005:50,89), as this chapter 

will show. 

 

2.2.1 Positive Inclusion  

Types of positive inclusion are participation in politics, possibilities to work in official 

work, cultural coexistence or with a common term integration. Integration is built upon 

freedom of choice and furthermore mutuality between the groups. Roth claims that in a 

liberal democracy, integration becomes most important in the spheres of 

politics/labour/higher education, labelled as the central civic functions. When 

integration is a fact in these spheres, an associative communalism becomes closer to 

reality (Roth, 2005:14,50f). A particularity in an associative communalism is the search 

of common values and to look towards similarities instead of differences. Groups need 

to conclude together if a sphere is private or public: It is within the latter that a positive 

inclusion is critical. Roth takes the example of a lingua franca as a necessity public 

sphere, but further highlight that what he names a lingua franca of morality is at least as 

important, maybe the most central point of positive inclusion (Roth, 2005:51ff). 
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2.2.2 Negative Distance  

Roth names genocide and dehumanization as the most drastic negative distances a 

society can reach, while milder forms takes shape of segregation, social distance, 

isolation, discrimination and alienation. Cultural isolation is a type of negative distance 

that can also be an underlying reason to negative distance in other spheres, such as 

segregation at the labour market: A language barrier might hinder employment. Roth 

claims this scenario is especially a danger possibly leading to conflict, in similarity to 

when cultural isolation has its roots in significant contrarious values where one group 

practice the other group’s taboo. Roth points out that segregation do not only have to be 

in the labour and higher education spheres, but can also be found elsewhere (Roth, 

2005:14,16,27ff). Reasons to negative distance are by Roth divided into external and 

internal factors. External factors could be ethnical nationalism, ethnocentrism, lacking 

possibilities to qualification, network structures, laws or requirements to higher 

education. External reasons to negative distance are maintained by others, while internal 

factors are present within the group itself, for instance contrarious values, negative self-

images and victim mentality (Roth, 2005:35,37ff,47ff). In his later work, Roth also 

claims there are groups that voluntarily negatively distance themselves, for instance the 

Amish people in USA. The danger is however, when a group is forced into negative 

distance without being offered positive inclusion. According to Roth this can cause 

conflicts and societal frictions (Roth, 2009:123,152f). 

 

2.2.3 Negative Inclusion  

Negative inclusion is by Roth described as when groups are getting too close to each 

other and as a consequence, respect of each other’s cultural integrity is hard to fulfil. 

Types of negative inclusion are enforced traditions and habits, assimilation, 

subordination, indoctrination, manipulation and forced displacements (Roth, 

2005:14,16,75,83). Assimilation has often been decided upon by so called assimilation 
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policies, which can have different point of departures, whereby Roth mentions two. 

First, when the society does not recognize the minority as an own group and the 

members of the minority are therefore hindered from self-identification. Second, when 

the society do acknowledge the minority as a group but force its own cultural aspects 

and values upon them. Policies of the latter could for example be prohibition of 

languages or forced adoptions (Roth, 2005:76f). Roth means that especially in the 

integration spheres of politics/labour/higher education, subordination is a common type 

of negative inclusion. It can be a matter of enforced participation, but also participation 

on unequal grounds, for instance while access is possible to the labour market, but only 

to employments the majority does not want themselves (Roth, 2005:79).  

 

2.2.4 Positive Distance  

Positive distance might occur where differences make group members want to 

distinguish their group belonging from others in terms of language or similar. If a 

minority group is large enough and internally cohesive through culture and history, it 

has greater chance to keep its culture and communion (Roth, 2005:87,89f,162f). 

Positive distance is for instance possibilities to keep language and religious traditions, 

keep an own legal systems for family law, obtaining specific land rights, cultural or 

political autonomy, language rights and religious rights. Self-determined professions at 

the labour market are also examples of positive distance. For example if the profession 

is connected to tradition and/or culture, or if the minority steps in where the majority 

has traditions hindering themselves to uphold the profession. Both situations bring a 

value to both the society in whole and the minority itself since it is participating on the 

labour market in voluntary professions (2005:14,89ff).  
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2.2.5 Categorizing Distance and Inclusion as Positive or Negative  

Positive inclusion can be interpreted differently by different individuals and groups. 

Roth claims that this derives from traditions on what is considered to be either common 

concerns or cultural specific matters. Furthermore, this interpretative possibility is valid 

for all four concepts. Thus different groups can have different opinions concerning if 

distance is negative or positive, claims Roth: When one common language could be 

seen as integration by the majority, it might be interpreted as assimilation by others. 

Hence at least two points of departures are present in defining each situation; the 

majority’s and the minority’s. Therefore, Roth points out two things important to have 

in mind when defining inclusion and distance as positive or negative. First, is the 

inclusion or distance decided or affected with the minority group’s autonomy or not? 

And second, is the inclusion or distance affecting the minority group’s basic needs in a 

constructive manner? If both answers are yes, the framework Roth presents, would 

define it as positive: if not, then negative (Roth, 2005:16ff). 

When common concerns are inclusive, there is a positive inclusion. If the 

common concerns, however, are not including the minority, it becomes a negative 

distance instead. As earlier pointed out, positive inclusion and negative distance are 

contrasts and the other way around negative inclusion and positive distance are 

contrasts (Roth, 2005:50,89). However, Figure 1 visualize that there can be both a 

positive inclusion and a negative distance between the same groups at the same time, 

but within different spheres. Roth exemplify this as when a minority is included at the 

labour market, but there are no consent or interest between the minority and majority to 

learn anything about each other’s cultures or associate outside work. This particular 

situation of mixed distance and inclusion can furthermore lead to prejudice and 

aggression, according to Roth (2005:32). 
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2.3 Use of Analytical Framework  

The framework Roth provides contributes to the conceptualization of a research debate 

upon integration. This research will try to explain the situation of Afro-Swedes by using 

Roth’s terminology of positive/negative inclusion/distance and furthermore, through 

this lens, discuss the results. The wording positive and negative already have underlying 

assumptions; however, it could be a useful tool when coding the experiences of a 

minority group – in this case Afro-Swedes. Nevertheless, a discussion has to be aware 

of the underlying assumptions of the concepts and use them as they should be used in a 

research as this one: as a framework giving one understanding out of many possible.  
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3 Methodological Framework 

This chapter aims on making this research as transparent as possible through describing 

the methods and motivating the choice in the methodology paragraph, furthermore 

deliberate on the choice of sources. As Johannessen & Tufte have stated, the ideal 

research is transparent research (Johannessen & Tufte, 2003:28). Creswell further 

claims that the reader should be able to decide him or herself the credibility of the 

research (Creswell, 2009:92) and therefore a transparent methodological framework 

should be presented. 

 

3.1 Method 

This research will use a qualitative approach through a desk study dependent on 

foremost qualitative data treated by the methods of text analysis and analysis of 

substance (Johannessen & Tufte, 2003:109) also called content analysis (Quraishi & 

Philburn, 2015:71). Following this method, this research will find mostly qualitative 

data, then systematize it by codes, discover patterns in it and finally summarize it.  

(Johannessen & Tufte, 2003:106,110f, 114f). In chapter 5 Findings, the data treated by 

these four steps will be presented.  

The method of axial coding has been used which allows coding in two levels. 

First, a main-level constituting the codes based on the spheres within the analytical 

framework and supplementing codes considered important. Second, a sub-level of codes 

discovers patterns and themes within the main codes. Thus coding took a point of 

departure from the analytical framework but has been developed and established 

throughout the research as a result of the data collection and coding-process itself. See 

appendix 6 for a full overview of the coding, including its categorization in spheres.  
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3.2 Methodology 

A qualitative approach is, according to Creswell, a way to try to understand social and 

human problems and furthermore the better option when studying a phenomenon that 

has not been examined widely in the past (Creswell, 2009:4,18). While quantitative data 

emphasis on numbers and analyse statistics, a qualitative study allows the researcher to 

use open research questions and therefore make deeper investigations and find 

unexpected results, furthermore provides the chance to analyse and draw conclusions 

based upon opinions and soft data (Creswell, 2009:15ff; Johannessen & Tufte, 

2003:69ff). The topic Afro-Swedes’ situation, and the objective to find an understanding 

of it, therefore fits better with a qualitative study. 

While soft, qualitative data will be the bulk of this research, hard data presented 

is seen as a supplement, in accordance with the reasoning by Quraishi & Philburn. They 

argue that contextualization by for example statistics can be important to provide an 

overall picture of the topic and to identify the relevant groups (Quraishi & Philburn, 

2015:xiii,45,114). However, hard data will still be analysed as qualitative data. 

According to Johannessen & Tufte, it is a common misinterpretation of 

qualitative research that it cannot be carried through without any contact at all between 

the researcher and the researched group (Johannessen & Tufte, 2003:76f). The aim of 

this research is to contribute to a broader understanding, thus it is not to draw 

conclusions on a few individuals’ experiences. A desk study is therefore appropriate. 

Another argument for this method is highlighted by Quraishi & Philburn: Wishing to 

investigate a visible minority but being part of an ethnic majority as a researcher itself, 

could be a hinder in qualitative research conducted through interviews, due to the lack 

of common background and therefore preventing the interviewees to speak openly 

(Quraishi & Philburn, 2015:64). 

The qualitative data collecting type in this research is foremost documents 

according to Creswell’s categorization. There are certain advantages of this type 
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Creswell points out. For example the language and wording can be interpreted; the 

sources stay the same for interpretation at any time and; participants, thus 

writers/producers, have thought well about the data presented. There are also limitations 

of other data collection types that document data collecting avoids, such as risking to 

intrude while observing, or risk biased responses in interviews (Creswell 2009:179f). 

Ryan & Bernard criticize content analysis to assume all codes are already 

decided upon, and furthermore that the text contents have to be counted within the 

codes (Ryan & Bernard, 2000:785). This might be so in a quantitative analysing 

process, however, this study will, as already mentioned, use a qualitative method to 

pursue a content analysis. In line with Ryan & Bernard’s critique, Silverman claim that 

coding risk to become a set of categories not easy to deviate from, which might result in 

empowering an already set out discourse (Silverman, 2000:825). This can partly be 

solved by following the advice of Mikkelsen and furthermore from Charmaz: To 

capture the qualitative richness of the phenomenon by further coding, giving new 

perspectives of the topic. An expanded first level, and moreover a second level of 

coding has therefore been used, based on the findings during the research. This type of 

coding is called axial coding and is used for instance to identify contexts of a 

phenomenon and to making it more complex and precise (Charmaz, 2000:515f, 

Mikkelsen, 2005:181). Through axial coding, Charmaz claims that sub-categories 

departing from a category can be revealed, thus visualize the social interaction, context 

and furthermore consequences. However, axial coding can result in awkward terms and 

categories. Which is why it is important to use as clear coding as possible, to avoid the 

reader emphasizing the coding terminology more than the actual content, which is a risk 

otherwise (Charmaz, 2000:516,525f). The process of analysing is according to Quraishi 

& Philburn going on during the whole process of a qualitative research (Quraishi & 

Philburn, 2015:70), thus is present also during the stage of coding where the researcher 

decides upon new codes to use in the further data collection and analysing. 
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3.3 Sources 

Two sampling methods have been used to find sources. First, what Johannessen & Tufte 

refers to strategic sampling and what Creswell mean with purposefully selection. This 

type of sampling is a common method in qualitative research and means that the 

researcher chooses sources that possibly can answer the research questions. The sources 

are seen as appropriate and useful, also the amount of sources is chosen to suitability 

and to correspond to the posed questions. This is often decided upon throughout the 

research and not beforehand in qualitative studies (Creswell, 2009:178; Johannessen & 

Tufte, 2003:84,266). Second, snowballing sampling has been used. When finding an 

article or book useful, the reference list of this source has been used for the possibility 

to find more sources on the topic. Snowballing could have the consequences of 

narrowing the sample down to similar sources, which is why this type of method of data 

collection does not stand alone in this research.  

 This research has also followed the advice of Creswell, to use a computerized 

database (Creswell, 2009:30), namely OneSearch at Linnaeus University. OneSearch 

gives access to all articles, databases and books one has access to through the University 

Library of Linnaeus University; through just one search channel (LNU.se, 2014). For 

this research, result found at OneSearch has been filtered to only show peer reviewed 

results to strengthen their reliability and scientifically correctness. OneSearch is 

however, only collecting accessible material from the Linnaeus University library and 

therefore some material might have gone missing out of this research. Therefore, also 

Google Scholar has been used to some extent to triangulate the sampling.  

 In accordance with Quraishi & Philburn guidance, this research has aimed to 

discover how the society over all interprets race (Quraishi & Philburn, 2015:54), 

furthermore ethnicity and the investigated group. Therefore official institutional sources 

such as governmental legislation, official reports and legal documents have been used. 

For instance Integrationsverket, SOU, Socialstyrelsen, Swedish Discrimination Act and 
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Swedish Government are examples of this type of sources and contribute with both hard 

and soft data. These are chosen both to show how proposals have been put on the 

agenda, but are also giving a review on changes of integration over time during the 21
st
 

century. Furthermore, political party programmes have been gone through to explore if 

and how the minority of Afro-Swedes is treated there. Also what Quraishi & Philburn 

call cultural documentation has been used, in particular newspaper articles. They claim 

that cultural documentation is too often trusted without being critically analysed and can 

therefore “fuel populist discourse” (Quraishi & Philburn, 2015:58). These sources have 

been used with care. 

An amount of news articles from Dagens Nyheter (DN), one of Sweden’s largest 

newspapers, have been referred to. DN most often find the news at Tidningarnas 

Telegrafbyrå (TT), which is the largest news bureau in the Nordic countries and claimed 

to be a neutral opinion-free news reporting actor that deliver the latest news day and 

night (Ehrenstråhle, 2012:16f). Key words for searching on DN’s online archive have 

been afrikaner [Africans], afrikanska [African], afrofobi [afrophobia], afrofobiska 

[afrophobian], afrosvensk [Afro-Swede], afrosvenskar [Afro-Swedes], Afrosvenskarnas 

Riksförbund [the National Association for Afro-Swedes], eritrianer [Eritreans], etiopier 

[Ethiopians], gambier [Gambians], kenyaner [Kenyans], somalier [Somalis], svensk-

eritrianer [Swedish-Eritreans], svensk-etiopier [Swedish-Ethiopians], svensk-gambier 

[Swedish-Gambians], svensk-kenyaner [Swedish-Kenyans] and svensk-somalier 

[Swedish-Somalis]. Ethiopian, Eritrean and Somali-related search words were chosen 

due to the significant amount of Afro-Swedes with this descent. Kenyan and Gambia-

related search words were however a result of snowballing sampling.   

However, some of the articles are sometimes also written as debates and with 

private opinions of writers, which is why information is always referred to as nothing 

else then statements of the writers. The same is true for anthologies. Sources structured 

as anthologies are based on experience of individuals, therefore sometimes comes with 
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a phenomenology approach. These have little interpretation from the author him or 

herself more than the actual stories told (Creswell, 2009:13; Quraishi & Philburn, 

2015:51) and are therefore considered to be primary sources in this research while most 

others are secondary sources. Examples of anthologies as primary sources used are the 

documentary Raskortet [The Race Card] (2014) and the books Afrosvensk i det nya 

Sverige [Afro-Swedish in the New Sweden] (Gärding 2009a) and Svart Kvinna [Black 

Woman] (Ndow Norrby, 2015).. These are used to give examples on experiences that 

are presented and coded in chapter 5 Findings to later be analysed in chapter 6 Analysis. 

 As already mentioned in chapter 1.8 Limitations and Delimitations, Many 

sources concerning Afro-Swedes are organizations, and might therefore have an 

underlying point of departure of highlighting a situation of Afro-Swedes and encourage 

change to the better. Therefore one has to be aware of the purpose of each source and 

their agenda, sometimes explicit and sometimes implicit. Furthermore, information 

taken from social media debates at @SvartKvinna [@BlackWoman] where anonymity 

is possible might not be considered as reliable as anthologies where authors are named 

and visible in pictures. 
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4 Background 

Quraishi & Philburn argue that one should always consider the social, cultural, political 

and historical context when presenting research (Quraishi & Philburn, 2015:75). This 

chapter will start with background information aiming to do so. The two first parts aim 

to give an historical context through presenting Swedish discourse on Africa and 

Africans from 1768 until today and through data on African migration to Sweden. A 

third part presents Swedish policy measures concerning immigration and integration to 

give a political context of the situation of Afro-Swedes, followed by a fourth part trying 

to summarize Afro-Swedes’ situation in late 20
th

 century. 

 

4.1 The Discourse on Africa and Africans throughout Swedish History 

“De Andre”: Afrikaner i svenska pedagogiska texter (1768-1965) [“The Other”: 

Africans in Swedish School Literature] is a study where Ajagán-Lester made a 

discourse analysis of Swedish educational texts about Africa and Africans written 1768-

1965. He concludes there are four main periods of time distinct from each other in the 

way they describe Africa and the continent’s inhabitants (Ajagán-Lester, 2000:abstract). 

Appendix 1 shows some of Ajagán-Lester’s main findings from these periods. He 

summarize that throughout all periods distinguished, the discourse incorporated us and 

them, where the former is described as superior the latter. However the characteristics 

have somewhat differed between the periods. Moreover, the hierarchy has changed from 

cultural, to racial, to go back to cultural and then be a matter of developing those who 

could not develop themselves (Ajagán-Lester, 2000:228ff). Ajagán-Lester also claims 

that school books have influenced the overall view upon Africans in the Swedish 

society. 

 Another research on the same topic, but with another period of time, is made in 

2000 by Palmberg in the study Afrikabild för Partnerskap?: Afrika i de svenska 
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skolböckerna [Africa View for Partnership?: Africa in the Swedish School Literature]. 

Palmberg has a sub-aim to compare the picture of Africa from her earlier research on 

1980’s school books, with the picture present in 1990’s schoolbooks. In the 1980’s 

study, Palmberg found six old prejudices claimed to be left-overs from colonialism, and 

three new ones claimed to be linked to contemporary particularities rather than 

colonialism. In her later study, Palmberg finds all the 1980’s prejudice still present, 

however new ones have emerged: the multicultural society; the debt-discourse; 

decreasing aid from Soviet and USA; and new wars. Furthermore the negative picture 

of Africa grew stronger (Palmberg 2000:9,14). A summary of Palmberg’s main findings 

can be seen in Appendix 2. 

The portrayals Ajagán-Lester and Palmberg describes could also be found in 

comic stripes in both past and contemporary Sweden. Strömberg describes how black 

people have been portrayed in comic strips throughout the last centuries in foremost the 

western world but also in Sweden and furthermore shows that both Swedish comics 

(Strömberg, 2004:62f,66f,76f,100f) as well as comics translated to Swedish and 

distributed in Sweden (Strömberg, 2004:27f,40f,44f,48f) have contributed to the 

stereotyping and stigmatizing of Africa and Africans as wild, underdogs and different. 

Mångkulturellt centrum states that the portrayal of blacks during the 1800’s and start of 

1900’s were primitive and wild portrayals in Swedish paintings, art, photography, 

movies, travelling stories, books, poems and academic writings (Mångkulturellt 

centrum, 2014a:21).  

Both Afro-Swedes themselves and authorities often claimed that knowledge 

about Africa and Afro-Swedes was lacking in the early 1980’s. Moreover, a negative 

picture of Africa was drawn when war, hunger and other crises were the only themes 

brought up in media according to them. This was the underlying reason to why Statens 

Invandrarverk in 1983 published a book called Afrikaner i Sverige [Africans in 

Sweden], containing information on Africa, African migration, and seven Afro-Swedes’ 
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anthologies (SIV, 1983:20,22f). Anthologies in Afrosvensk i det nya Sverige [Afro-

Swedish in the New Sweden] also witness that contemporary portrayals in school and 

media are unfair (Abdu, 2009c; Abraham, 2009b; Drammeh, 2009c; Odou Andrews, 

2009b). CinemAfrica Film festival started in Sweden 1998 with the aim to change the 

Swedish view on Africa, up-date the portrayal of Africa and make it less stereotypical. 

They claim a lot has changed since 1998, however, just as Kalonaityté et al. and the 

book Svart Kvinna [Black Woman] shows, they state that prejudiced portrayals of 

Africa are still widespread (CinemAfrica, 2015; Kalonaityté et al, 2007:2; Ndow 

Norrby, 2015). According to stories told at @SvartKvinna [@BlackWoman] in social 

media, Afro-Swedes are seen as exotic, sexual, primitive, less educated and different 

from Swedes in language and culture (Ndow Norrby, 2015).  

 

4.2 Migration Data 

During the 17
th

, 18
th

, 19
th

 and start of 20
th

 centuries, most Africans that came to Sweden 

were slaves or descendants from slaves (Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:20). Before the 

1980’s, migration flows from Africa to Sweden was not significant according to SCB 

(2004), and according to Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a:21), the afro-Swedish minority 

started to form an own demographic group first in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Statens 

Invandrarverk claimed that around 8.000 citizens of an African country lived in Sweden 

in 1983, and if adding the neutralized there were 11.500. They stated that these Afro-

Swedes were refugees, labour migrants or migrated to reunite family (SIV, 1983:20). In 

the 1990’s, around 5000 Africans migrated to Sweden per year, (SCB, 2004:43). 

In 2004, SCB described The Horn of Africa as poor, unstable and with a harsh 

humanitarian situation and calculated that half of the African-born came from there, 

namely Somalia, Ethiopia and Eritrea. In the end of 2008, 7,1% of all foreign born in 

Sweden had migrated from an African country (SCB, 2009:43ff). Around a third came 

from Somalia and a fifth each from Ethiopia and Eritrea. Thus migrants from the Horn 
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of Africa were still in majority within the group of African immigrants. Appendix 3 

shows that the number of Swedish inhabitants born in an African country increased 

from 1.000 in 1960 to 62.000 in 2003. The most important reasons of the African 

migration 1985-2003, were claimed to be family reunions or family formation. Other 

reasons to migration during these years, were humanitarian and safety reasons, 

employment and studies (SCB, 2004:43), this is visualized in Appendix 4. 

 

4.3 Swedish Policy Measures  

This sub-chapter aim to explain the Swedish policies that might have had effect on the 

group of Afro-Swedes. They will be grouped into seven themes this research finds 

especially important concerning minority groups relation to the majority in the Swedish 

society: immigration/integration policies, voting rights, citizenship regulations, special 

treatment, parental tongue education, religious rights and protection from 

discrimination. Some policies concern only immigrated Afro-Swedes, and others all. 

 

From Immigration Policies to Integration Policies 

Lundh explains that during the 1940’s and 1950’s when immigrants had no political 

rights or were allowed to have their own companies, own property or work in official 

positions in the society, they were still free to use benefits such as education, healthcare 

and social services (Lundh, 2005:53). 

Between mid-1960s to mid-1980s, labour market integration was high on the 

immigration policy agenda. Lack of knowledge in the Swedish language became an 

obstacle at workplaces and therefore, according to Lundh, the government decided in 

1965 that immigrants should have Swedish language education free of charge (Lundh, 

2005:54).  

Since the 1970’s, the Swedish state has distanced itself from the thought of 

assimilation, according to the Swedish Integration Board (Integrationsverket, 2002b). 
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Before the 1970’s it was taken for granted that immigrants coming to Sweden would 

assimilate since they were from cultural alike neighbouring countries. It did not exist an 

official immigration policy until 1975 when the need to regulate labour immigration 

from southern countries of Europe emerged (Borevi, 2000:138ff; Demker & 

Malmström, 1999:102f; Lundh, 2005:51ff; Westin, 2006). Westin and Demker & 

Malmström states that these new policies were grounded on three pillars: equality, 

freedom of choice and partnership that became the base of rights and obligations 

(Demker & Malmström, 1999:104; Westin, 2006).  

In 1985, Statens Invandrarverk became responsible of immigrants’ integration. 

Due to the new situation with refugees seeking asylum in Sweden, important pillars 

became language and vocational training (Castles & Miller, 2009:253; Lundh, 

2005:55ff; Westin, 2006). The municipalities, financed by subsidies per refugee 

accepted to the area, became responsible of refugee reception and Svenska för 

invandrare [Swedish for Immigrants – SFI] (Lundh, 2005:55; Westin, 2006). A policy 

that asylum seekers could only get allowances if they settled down in the pointed out 

refugee homes was implemented (Lundh, 2005:56f). This resulted in almost all 

municipalities took care of refugees in this hela-Sverige-strategin [the-whole-of-

Sweden-strategy] (Demker & Malmström, 1999:101f; Lundh, 2005:55f). Due to high 

unemployment among Swedish citizens during this time, and the placement of refugees 

in small cities were this situation was extreme, many refugees ended up in social 

welfare programmes instead of employment according to Westin (2006). 

Policy in 1995 started to prioritize education after the acknowledgement that 

language education and internships was not enough to integrate immigrants (Lundh 

2005:57f). Around the same time, it became possible for refugees to decide where to 

settle down, as long as they themselves organized it (ibid.; Westin 2006). 

In the 1990’s, the policy discourse changed from adjusting immigrants to mutual 

adjustment according to Westin (2006). Furthermore, in 1997 the Swedish parliament 
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decided to change name from immigration policy to integration policy due to the earlier 

policies’ reinforcement of segregation they were there to prevent according to Borevi 

(2000:144ff) and Castles & Millers. However, almost the same policies were kept but 

under another terminology (Castles & Millers, 2009:262).  

 

The Right to Vote 

In 1975, a non-government bill suggesting voting rights in the parliament election for 

non-citizens was rejected. However, voting rights were given to residents living in 

Sweden three years or more, in local elections, county elections and church elections 

(Castles & Miller, 2009:285, Demker & Malmström, 1999:110). In referendums it has 

been various rights for non-citizens: In the nuclear energy referendum in 1980 non-

citizens could vote, while only citizens could participate in the EU-referendum in 1994 

(Demker & Malmström, 1999:110f). 

 

Becoming a Citizen 

Regulated immigration policies were introduced in the late 1960’s and furthermore the 

period of residence of seven years before ability to apply for a Swedish citizenship was 

then reduced to five years, which also apply today (Demker & Malmström, 1999:111; 

Notisum, 2015b; Swedish Migration Agency, 2015). This is called neutralisation and 

except for the years of residency, the person also have to prove his/her identity, be 18 

years or older, have a permanent residence permit, and expect to have an honest way of 

life in Sweden (Notisum, 2015b). Since 2001, it is possible to obtain a dual citizenship 

when becoming a Swedish citizen (Swedish Migration Agency, 2015). According to 

Westin, Sweden had to allow thisbecause some countries refuse letting their citizens 

cancel citizenships there (Westin, 2006).  

The Swedish citizenship is within the ius sanguinis principle, meaning you do 

not become a Swedish citizen when born inside the country if your parents are non-
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citizens (ibid.). In September 2013, Ziita Eriksson, then member of parliament (Swedish 

Parliament, 2015), handed in a non-government bill suggesting the government to 

overlook the possibilities for a citizenship policy based on  jus soli, thus that all children 

born inside the country would get a Swedish citizenship at birth (Swedish Parliament, 

2013). Socialförsäkringsutskottet [the Committee of Social Insurance] advised the 

parliament to reject the non-government bill, which they did in May 2014 (Swedish 

Parliament, 2014).  

 

Special Treatment 

Sweden has been careful with positive special treatment or affirmative actions for ethnic 

minorities (Åsard, 2000:11). However in 1999, the new law against ethnic 

discrimination in the labour sector, forbiding also indirect discrimination, stated that 

active measures should be implemented to encourage ethnic diversity at the workplace 

(Borevi, 2000:125). Borevi discuss the correlation between welfare policy and 

immigration policy in Sweden. She claims the Swedish welfare policy is general with a 

principle of equal treatment resulting in an ideology where all people in the country 

should benefit from the system on equal grounds. Therefore special treatment, no matter 

if negative or positive towards an ethnic group, breaches this fundamental thought in the 

Swedish society. Borevi also refers to what she calls a Swedish dilemma – that one 

cannot give special treatment to one group unless categorizing them, something that 

could stigmatize the group from the first place (Borevi, 2000:129,174f). 

 

Parental Tongue Education 

In 1976, Sweden opened up for parental tongue education. Municipalities became 

obliged to offer parental tongue education in public school and high school. The reason 

was to encourage pupils to develop bilingualism with their parental tongue and Swedish 

(Borevi, 2000:139; Strömbäck, 1997b:49) 
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Religion 

Freedom to exercise one’s religion, individually or in group, is one of the basic 

freedoms and rights in the Swedish law (Notisum, 2015c). Furthermore 

Diskrimineringslagen [the Swedish Discrimination Act] (2008:567) brings up religion 

as one of the factors prohibited to discriminate against.  

 

Protection from Discrimination 

Ethnicity is another of the factors prohibited to discriminate against (DO, 2015), and is 

defined as “nationality or ethnic origin, skin colour or other similar circumstance”
10

 

(Swedish Discrimination Act, 2008:567). Diskrimineringsombudsmannen [the Swedish 

Equality Ombudsman] has as recent as in June 2015, received a specific mission and 

budget of 500.000 per year 2015-2016, to gain and spread knowledge about afrophobia. 

The mission is given and financed by the Swedish Government and motivated by recent 

reports and inquiries showing that Afro-Swedes in particular, are exposed to racism and 

xenophobia (Swedish Government, 2015a; 2015b). In the inaugural speech held by 

Prime Minister Stefan Löfven the 3
rd

 of October 2014, afrophobia was brought up 

together with anti-Semitism, anti-Ziganism and islamophobia as anti-democratic ideas 

that should not have ground in Sweden (Swedish Government, 2014). 

 In December 2014, the United Nations Working Group of experts on people of 

African Descent made a press release after visiting Sweden. The press release lists the 

Swedish government’s activities as welcomed measures. However, the expert group 

states they are worried since they have experienced a gap between the official discourse 

and the actual situation of Afro-Swedes they met during their visit. Their concerns are 

based on statistics of hate-crimes and the failure of solving these crimes; discrimination 

in health, housing and employment areas; the random suspicions targeting Afro-

Swedes; and furthermore that Sweden has become blind to racism because of its self-
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image of being a non-discriminatory society and from leaving out the notion of race 

from the Discrimination Act (OHCHR, 2014). 

 

4.4 Afro-Swedes’ Situation before 2000 

Statens Invandrarverk portrayed their contact with Afro-Swedes in 1983 as mainly 

concerning discrimination. The group felt discriminated against by police, people 

working in stores and at restaurants. The housing situation was hard in the larger cities 

during this time, and since Afro-Swedes wanted to live in these areas, they were also 

concerned by this challenge. The parental tongue education was lacking teachers and 

material. Furthermore, education from Africa was hard to get validated in Sweden to 

apply for jobs. Whereby many Afro-Swedes ended up directly on the unqualified labour 

market which furthered the feeling of discrimination among Afro-Swedes (SIV, 

1983:20f). 

In 1980, the first national association was created for Africans. It was called 

AFRIKs and had offices in many of the bigger cities. According to SIV, this type of 

organizations were important to unite Afro-Swedes since they were feeling 

discriminated and marginalized in the society (SIV 1983:22,25). 

In the 1990’s a survey was made among children and youth in between 6
th

 grade 

of school and last year of high school. It showed according to Mångkulturellt centrum 

that the children and youth most exposed to verbal insults, discrimination and 

harassment in school, were those with non-European background, especially boys in 

white majority-schools (Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:24). An interview with Papa 

Snow and Gora Kede from Senegal in 1996 also witness about everyday racism during 

the 1990’s. For example Papa Snow got the question why he was still here if there was 

no war in his African country anymore (Kellberg, 1996).  

 Oivvio Polite writes in 1992 about his experience of being Afro-Swedish 

growing up in Sweden. Him and his dad was addressed to in English, mistaken to be 
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tourists when he was young, later in life mistaken to be a newcomer and still addressed 

to by some in English, and in school, he was called “that smart negro”
11

 by a teacher 

(Polite, 1992). 

 A Somali woman living in Sweden since the 1970’s, states in 1993 that she still 

had no Swedish friends (Mama, 1993). Also in 1993, Ali Mohamoud, member of 

Somali network in Stockholm, stated he was worried that Somalis were looked upon as 

lazy since they were seen hanging around Stockholm Central station. He explains this 

has to do with the small space at home and furthermore the social benefits with meeting 

other Somalis and exchange information (Farah, 1993). Candida Mboro, with roots in 

Equatorial Guinea, confirms the legitimacy of such worry. She states in 1995 she was 

angry that lazy people hangs around the Central station, giving other Afro-Swedes bad 

reputation. She had a hard time to find work and sometimes found out that the employer 

was looking for someone blond instead (Ståhl, 1995). Nyamko Sabuni, member of 

Swedish parliament 2002-2006, experienced during the 1990s how hard it was to find a 

job during a weak economic climate when being Afro-Swedish (Sabuni, 2003:69). In 

1999, a news article about the everyday racism of Afro-Swedes stated “They feel 

unwanted and closed out from the society”
12

 (Macdissi, 1999) and both socially and 

economic segregation were claimed to affect Afro-Swedes. At the same time, a 12% 

increase of employment for African-born Swedes took place between 1997 and 2000 

according to Integrationsverket (2001:15). 

Media were portraying Afro-Swedes in patterns according to Macdissi (1999), 

while a study conducted by Integrationsverket [the Swedish Integration Board] showed 

that media portrayal of Somalis in January-June 1999, were more positive than negative 

(Integrationsverket, 1999:26).  
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5 Findings  

This chapter brings up experiences of Afro-Swedes in the 21
st
 century. The content of 

this chapter will later be analysed in chapter 6 Analysis by the analytical framework 

presented in chapter 2. The findings are however already coded in this chapter, 

according to spheres brought up by Roth, and furthermore additional spheres 

acknowledged as important by this research to describe the overall picture of the 

situation for Afro-Swedes. First the spheres Roth connects to minority and identity 

policy are brought up: language, religion and culture, followed by those Roth connect 

to integration policy: politics, labour and higher education. Lastly, findings coded in 

additional spheres are presented. 

 

5.1 Language 

The findings concerning language, can further be sub-coded into Swedish and Parental 

Tounge and will be analysed in chapter 6.1.1 The Language-sphere. 

  

Swedish 

Sarah Nakiito and Tufaah Warsame claims that Swedish is an important door-opener. 

When understanding the Swedish language, also understanding for attitudes, traditions, 

face expressions, values and cultural codes come along (Nakiito, 2009; Warsame, 

2000). Afro-Swedes witness they are often addressed to in English as if they would not 

understand Swedish (for example Dubad, 2009; Jalloh, 2009b; Ndow Norrby, 

2015:96,99,186). 

 

Parental Tongue 

Musa Drammeh, born in Sweden, feels that Sweden is open to new languages and 

describes talking with her brother in Mandika as one of the best childhood memories 
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(Drammeh, 2009a, 2009b). Sarah Nakiito has also been eager to keep the parental 

tongue Luganda throughout her life and spoke it for a long time with her siblings 

(Nakiito 2009:49). Stephanie Boateng on the other hand says she has forgotten her 

parental tongue from Ghana and feels sad about it (Boateng, 2009).  

 

5.2 Religion 

Religion is the sphere from Roth that Afro-Swedes in the findings of this research talk 

the least about. Warsame however mention that she finds great differences between 

Somalia and Sweden and has experienced a lot of culture clashes because of for 

example religion (Warsame, 2000:123). 

 

5.3 Cultural Identification 

Roth’s third sphere is brought up here – culture – distinguished as cultural identification 

since this research has found popular culture as an important own sphere presented later 

in this chapter. The findings presented here concerning cultural identification is latter 

analysed in chapter 6.1.3 The Culture-sphere. 

Joyce Muhanzu became a Swedish citizen in 2008 and this meant according to 

himself, that he now was accepted and had larger freedom of movement. However, he 

continues “I still feel more ‘Afro’ then ‘Swedish’ [...] my skin colour makes me stand 

out in the crowd. I don´t wear a sign saying ‘Swedish’.”
13

 (Muhanzu, 2009:173f). Other 

Afro-Swedes states they experience a positive mix of both African and Swedish culture 

(Abdu, 2009b; Drammeh, 2009b; Ibrahim, 2009a; Musasa, 2009; Ofili, 2009; Warsame, 

2000:123). Hadan Ibrahim, born in Sweden by East African parents, continues however, 

”Of course that day came eventually”
14

 and refers to when he would feel different from 

others (Ibrahim, 2009a). Some emphasize the need to keep knowledge about roots and 
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not to become completely Swedish (Brinkemo, 2014:110; Sabuni, 2009:39f; Sylvan 

Henriksson & Gibson, 2012:156). Warsame claims friends of hers had problems with 

moving to their original country after becoming swedicized (Warsame, 2003:124). 

Kitimbwa Sabuni means that there are other ways to reach integration than cultural 

assimilation that he claims is encouraged also by Afro-Swedes themselves (Sabuni, 

2009:39f). An example of this can be seen with the discussion on hair styles and the 

reaction on it from Afro-Swedes: In her bachelor thesis, Salem Yohannes investigated 

the interpretation of black female hairstyles in Swedish public administration. Straight 

hair, she concludes, is subject to the norm at the workplace and therefore the typical 

African hairstyles stands out and are not interpreted to be the normality, neither the 

professional look (2014:43ff). She herself witness of years of chemical use to straighten 

and hide her afro (Yohannes, 2015). Raquel Dos Santos (2009), Jason Diakité (2009), 

Ylva Habel (2009:93) and Blossom Tainton (Skawonius, 2012) tells similar stories 

about their own earlier hair habits that they regret today.  

 

5.4 Politics 

In political matters, this research has found the sub-codes to participate in politics and 

to be the actual content in politics. Findings concerning this sphere are presented here to 

be analysed further in chapter 6.2.1 The Politic-sphere. 

 

Afro-Swedish Political Participation 

African-born Afro-Swedes with the right to vote, are less likely to vote in the Swedish 

elections than Swedish-borns (including Swedish-bron Afro-Swedes) according to 

Integrationsverket (2006:78) and Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a:52). Since the 1991 

election, five Swedes born in Africa have been elected to parliament, two respectively 

in 2002 and 2010, and one person in 2014 (SCB, 2015a). 
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The percentage of African-born nominated to Parliament, Local Council and 

County Council, have increased since 1991 (SCB, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c). The 

proportion of elected African-born has however always been smaller than the proportion 

of nominated African-born, according to Statistics Sweden, with only one exception in 

the County Council elections 1991 (SCB, 2015a; 2015b; 2015c). For a full overview of 

quantity and proportion of nominated and elected African-born, see Appendix 5.  

 

Politics on Afro-Swedes 

ENAR writes in 2014 that it is important for people of African descent in Europe that 

national policy makers acknowledge the phenomenon afrophobia furthermore map the 

situation to later mobilize and empower vulnerable communities (ENAR, 2014:269f). 

Among the eight parties in the Swedish parliament, none of them mention either Afro-

Swedes or afrophobia in their contemporary party programmes, but neither do any of 

them mention other ethnic groups in particular, nor similar phenomenon such as 

islamophobia or anti-Semitism (Centerpartiet, 2013; Folkpartiet, 2013; 

Kristdemokraterna, 2001; Miljöpartiet, 2013; Moderaterna, 2013; Socialdemokraterna, 

2013; Sverigedemokraterna, 2014; Vänsterpartiet, 2015). The Social Democratic Party 

has the only party programme among them stating they are an anti-racist party. 

However, most of them explain, more or less, that racism is present in the Swedish 

society and have to be fought against (Centerpartiet, 2013; Folkpartiet, 2013; 

Miljöpartiet, 2013; Moderaterna, 2013; Socialdemokraterna, 2013; Vänsterpartiet, 

2015). Among those who do not make this stance explicit, one of them refer racism to 

something the party was fighting against in the aftermath of world war II 

(Kristdemokraterna, 2001) and the other party does not mention racism at all 

(Sverigedemokraterna, 2014). 
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5.5 Labour 

The labour sphere might be the sphere most deliberated on from former research, 

debates and articles. This material can be sub-coded into employment, income, qualified 

work and other options than the Swedish labour market. These findings will be 

presented here and later analysed in 6.2.2 The Labour-sphere. 

 

Employment 

Different sources claims it is more likely for African-born Afro-Swedes to be 

unemployed than for other groups, no matter how long time lived in Sweden (Mlik, 

2010; Integrationsverket, 2001:12,82,84; 2002a:36f,51; 2003:11,91; Mångkulturellt 

centrum, 2014a:47). However, Integrationsverket claimes, that during 1987-2004, 

employment rates did corresponded to length of living in Sweden and that this 

correlation tended to be higher for Afro-Swedes than other groups.  (Integrationsverket, 

2005; 2006). Jonathan Ngeh claims there are exaggerated demands of experience or 

language and other obstacles for African immigrants at the labour market (Ngeh, 

2011:143,187). Such language demands have to be well motivated, according to DO, 

not to be classified as indirect discrimination by Swedish law (DO, 2014). 

 

Income 

In early 21
st
 century, statistics shows that the lowest average income in Sweden 

belonged to African-born, according to Integrationsverket (2001:101f; 2006:65f). A 

study of recruitment behaviour in 2012 showed that job applicants born in Africa would 

have to accept a salary 16% lower than Nordic-born job applicants when applying for 

jobs in Sweden, due to wage compensation for employing a person whom is not the first 

choice to employ (Oxford Research AB, 2012:13f). Afro-Swedes is furthermore, one of 

the groups that most often change their names with higher income as a result, claims 

Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a:50). 
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In 2007, 19,9% of the African-born Swedish inhabitants were considered poor, 

compared to 3,7% of the Swedish-born inhabitants. 5% were considered rich, compared 

to 18% of the Swedish-born, states Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a:51f).  

 

Qualified Work 

Foreign-born Afro-Swedes were in general overrepresented within unqualified labour 

sectors and underrepresented in qualified labour sectors 2001-2005 according to 

Integrationsverket. Moreover, that in 2002 this group had a 60% lower chance to have a 

work corresponding to his or her educational level than a Swedish-born 

(Integrationsverket, 2001:92f; 2002a:12,59; 2003:98; 2005:50). In 2008, only 17,6% of 

the men and 14,9% of the women born in Africa had qualified jobs, while the numbers 

for Swedish-born men and women were 42,4% and 44,3%, claims Mångkulturellt 

centrum (2014a:49). Also some Afro-Swedes witness about this situation and Kitimbwa 

Sabuni claims there is a general lack of black role models in successful professions in 

the Swedish society (Sabuni, 2009:33ff). 

 

Other Options than the Swedish Labour Market 

To leave Sweden, is according to Kalonaityté et al. a strategy for black Swedes to 

engage in (Kalonaityté et al, 2008:210ff,219). Articles in DN supports this picture and 

state that Swedish-Somalians move to UK to find work (Zaremba, 2009; Åman, 2006), 

and the study Företagarnas flykt [The Escape of the Entrepreneurs] present a similar 

pattern (Helmerson, 2012). Also some of Ngeh’s interviewees were working in UK or 

Copenhagen but had their families in Malmö. Ngeh states that working abroad is “[…] 

an attractive option to the [African] migrants who are unemployed in Sweden.”
15

 (Ngeh, 

2011:112f). Integrationsverket claimes in an integration report, that especially people 

born in Africa were up to 3-7 times more likely to emigrate from Sweden than Swedish-
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born, and never return. The report suggests the low access to the labour market as the 

main reason (Integrationsverket, 2003:13) 

 

5.6 Higher Education 

The Higher Education sphere is pointed out by Roth and is in this research mostly 

concerned of presence of Afro-Swedes within the sphere. Analysis takes place in 

chapter 6.2.3 The Higher Education-sphere.  

Among 25-year old foreign-born Afro-Swedes in 2004, only 16% had started 

studying on undergraduate level, compared to the average of 32,5% for all foreign-born 

25-year olds. The corresponding statistics for Swedish-born Afro-Swedes with two 

foreign-born parents were 39% compared to the average of 40% for all Swedish-born 

with two foreign-born parents (Integrationsverket, 2006:35). Also a report from 2005 

presents underrepresentation of foreign-born Afro-Swedes in Higher Education 

(Lundqvist, 2005:16). Hisham Mamsour states it is also hard to continue an education in 

Sweden if it is already started elsewhere (Mamsour, 2009). 

 

5.7 Public School 

Within the sphere of public school, the situation in school, as well as results, are 

devided into two sub-codes. Chapter 6.2.5 The Public School-sphere will analyse these 

findings. 

 

In School 

Ngeh finds in his study that interviewees experience segregation and social distance in 

high school between natives and immigrants (Ngeh, 2011:162). Also Abdu (2009a) and 

Odou Andrews (2009a) claim that their shool time was segregated. Cecilia Gärding, 

daughter of a Swedish man and a South African woman, witness on how she was called 
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the n-word in school and asked to “Get back to the country where [she] came from”
16

 

(Gärding, 2015) while growing up. Gärding (2015), as well as Mengesha (2015), claims 

school never helped and teachers could call experiences of racism for boyish pranks 

instead of taking the situation seriously. 

Omar Geesdiir believes that negative pictures of Africa in media are reasons to 

why Swedish schools and teachers tends to underestimate Afro-Swedes children (Omar 

Geesdiir, 2009:179f). Examples are given by Nyamko Sabuni and Jonathan Sseruwagi. 

Even if Nyamko Sabuni felt welcome in school and often credited by her teachers, she 

realized as an adult that she was never better than average, but rather implied to be good 

even though she was “a refugee girl from Zaire.”
17

 (Sabuni, 2003:70). Jonathan 

Sseruwagi was raised in Sweden and had straight A’s in Swedish class, but still he was 

put into SFI “[…] to fill some quota to justify funding for that class”
18

 he deliberates 

(Raskortet, 2014). An example of the opposite is given by Nakiito who has the 

experience of being transferred only after four months, from an immigrant class to a 

Swedish class because of her eagerness to learn Swedish fast after immigrating (Nakiito, 

2009:45f). 

Segregation can also be voluntary: Warsame claims that the school she works in 

is only for children with Somali background and therefore she was, due to her own 

Somali background, considered a welcomed element to facilitate the contact between 

parents and staff (Warsame, 2000:122).  

 

School Results 

According to Mångkulturellt centrum, African-born pupils had the lowest proportion of 

qualifiation to high school in 2000-2011: 41% compared to 91% among Swedish-born 

(Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:46). 
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5.8 Housing 

In the housing sphere, examples of both voluntary and forced segregation are found and, 

these will be presented here and latter analysed in chapter 6.2.4 The Housing-sphere. 

African-born Swedes were during the first decade of the 21
st
 century most often 

housed in districts with mostly inhabitants born outside Europe according to 

Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a:46). Coverage in DN claimed Somalis as the most 

spatially segregated group in Stockholm (Tottmar, 2014) and Ngeh claims that many 

Somalis interviewed in Malmö are dissatisfied with their housing situation due to 

overcrowding and limited access to decent housing. Ngeh claims that limited access of 

information in English was mentioned as a problem among students studying in English 

without Swedish knowledge, and that employed potential tenants are more attractive 

than unemployed potential tenants (Ngeh 2011:131,140f,143). 

Integrationsverket stated in 2001 “it is not surprising that [Afro-Swedes] were 

overrepresented in areas classified as low-income areas”
19

 since they most often have 

low incomes (Integrationsverket, 2001:158). Four years later however, 

Integrationsverket claimed the housing segregation between Swedish-born and Afro-

Swedes with descent in North Africa could not be explained by socio-economic factors 

(Integrationsverket, 2005:197). Mångkulturellt centrum claims qualitative research 

shows that everyday racism is in particular common towards Afro-Swedes in 

neighbourhoods where there are just a few non-whites living and that Afro-Swedes 

therefore sometimes choose to move away from these areas (Mångkulturellt centrum, 

2014a:62).  
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5.9 Social Contacts 

This headline should not be interpreted as contacts with social institutions, but instead 

the every-day social contact between people. The findings presented here and sub-coded 

as social networking and meeting places will be analysed later in chapter 6.3.1 The 

Social-sphere 

 

Social Networking 

In his doctoral thesis, Ngeh finds that interviewees with Somali and Cameroon origin in 

Malmö have limited social interaction with natives (Ngeh, 2011:158f). Also 

Habonimana (2009a), Abdu (2009a) and Warsame (2000:122) write that they do not 

have many Swedish friends and an Afro-Swedish woman states it feels like being 

socially isolated to be black in Sweden because of norms (Raskortet, 2014). 

Musa Drammeh wants to point out that “[...] all Afro-Swedes has some time felt 

different maybe because of skin colour, background or traditions”
20

, however it does not 

have to be different in a negative way (Drammeh, 2009b:124). The overall picture from 

the young Afro-Swedes in Afrosvensk i det nya Sverige [Afro-Swedish in the New 

Sweden] seems to fit to the thought of being different (Gärding, 2009a). One of them, 

Deeqo Osman discusses it might be so that her participation in the deaf society is a 

reason to why she was almost never a subject to racism, since they all accept each other 

on the base of mutual disability (Osman, 2009). 

 

Meeting Places 

ECRI claimed in 2005 that especially Africans in Sweden are discriminated through 

being closed out from nightclubs (DN, 2005). Somali men interviewed by Ngeh states 

they have stopped making efforts to even try to get into pubs (Ngeh, 2011:163). 

Examples of discrimination and racism against Afro-Swedes well inside the nightclubs 
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are shown by the collection of stories of sexism and portraying black Africans as exotic 

at @SvartKvinna [@BlackWoman] in social media (Ndow Norrby, 2015:88f). The 

stories witness about everyday racism towards Afro-Swedes also on other meeting 

places, such as at work, at busses and randomly in the public walking the streets (Ndow 

Norrby, 2015).  

 

5.10 The Discourse on Swedishness 

The sphere probably the hardest to define is the Discourse on Swedishness. This sphere 

includes the sub-coding the Swedish self-image, the more Swedish the better?, 

questioning someone’s background and conceptualization of belonging and otherness. 

As will be seen in chapter 6.1.4 The Sphere of the Discourse on Swedishness, these sub-

codes are pointed out and collected under one headline due to a greater perception and 

claims on what Swedish is compared to non-Swedish in the findings. 

 

The Swedish Self-image 

The majority in Sweden has, according to Sherlot Jonsson, not yet realised Sweden is 

not free of either prejudice or racism. She bases this conclusion on the scepticism the 

majority always shows when minorities claim being treated badly, victims of racism, or 

point at stereotypes such as blackfaces (Jonsson, 2012). Oivvio Polite and Beshir et al. 

claims that this same perceived phenomenon cause that afrophobia is not seen for what 

it is (Beshir et al, 2014; Raskortet, 2014). Sawyer argue that the imagination of African 

as antipole to Swedishness can be a reason to why Afro-Swedes have not been 

acknowledged as participating in history and Swedish society development (Sawyer 

2007:306ff) and race is neglected as power-determinants, according to both Sawyer 

(ibid.) and Habel (2009:110ff). Another consequence is that statistics cannot be found 

on discrimination towards Afro-Swedes, according to Mångkulturellt centrum 

(2014a:35) and Robinson Diakité (2009:168). The later source also claims that Afro-
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Swedes therefore are invisible and cannot reach the qualifications of being considered a 

national minority. UNECE has recognized this issue and has recommended European 

countries to include ethno-cultural characteristics in population counts (Robinson 

Diakité, 2009:168f,171). 

 

The More Swedish the Better?   

In Raskortet [The Race Card], Kitimbwa Sabuni says “Some black people are obsessed 

with not being black”
21

 (Raskortet, 2014) because of the treatment they have 

experienced. Astrid Assefa explains she often heard “You’re almost white” (ibid.) from 

people around her as if that would be comforting. Inputs at @SvartKvinna 

[@BlackWoman] in social media witness about similar things when they have heard 

“You are pretty anyway” (Ndow Norrby, 2015:71), “I just wanted to say that you are so 

pretty to be black” (ibid:72 and “After all you are pretty to be black”
22

 (ibid:74). 

Kitimbwa Sabuni (2009) and Habel (2009) claims that these comments, that both of 

them also heard has an underlying point of departure that being black and being 

Swedish are antipoles. Stephens (2009) and Nakiito (2009) have similar experiences of 

being portrayed by the surrounding as good immigrant as opposite to other bad ones.  

 

Questioning Someone’s Background 

Stephanie Boateng (2009), Egide Habonimana (2009a) and Tyson Mcvey (2015) 

describe situations when they are asked questions about their past, origin and/or family 

migration history. These questions are often a negative experience for them, due to the 

need of legitimization of being them. At @SvartKvinna Swedish-born Afro-Swedes 

writes about situation where they say they are from Sweden but people listening are not 

satisfied with that answer (Ndow Norrby, 2015:174,177,178,180,182).  
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Conceptualization of Belonging and Otherness 

Co-authors of Afrosvensk i det nya Sverige [Afro-Swedish in the New Sweden] have a 

positive perspective on the term Afro-Swedish and it brings a sense of belonging (for 

example Abraham, 2009a; Boateng, 2009; Habonimana, 2009a). Even if it is sometimes 

expressed as a burden to be Afro-Swedish, the terminology is welcomed claims editor 

Gärding (2009a). 

The documentary Raskortet [The Race Card] witness about racism toward Afro-

Swedes from colleagues, superiors and custom polices, at school, in public 

transportation, and in other social arenas such as online-dating sites (Raskortet, 2014). 

What are often perceived as details by others, such as card-games or cookies called by 

the n-word or stereotyping Africans in children’s books, are examples of the everyday 

racism that all ten of the participants in the documentary claims are present (ibid.). 

According to Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a:57) and ENAR (2014:66), the n-word is 

still commonly used in Sweden on public places, in school, at work, and in institutions. 

 

5.11 Judicial System 

The principle of equality before the law is valid in Swedish rule of law, thus everyone 

shall be treated the same within the legal system (Diesen et al, 2005:190). Except from 

this fundamental right in the Swedish society, findings are coded in two sub-codes, the 

first concerns Afro-Swedes as victims, and the other as suspects. Afro-Swedes’ situation 

within the judicial system will be analysed in chapter 6.2.6 The Judicial-sphere.  

 

Victims 

Mångkulturellt centrum claims the afrophobian part out of the xenophobic hate-crimes 

has gone from 18% to 24% during 2008-2012. They furthermore state that hate-crimes 

with afrophobian motives have not always been recorded as such, and nowadays the 

method of categorizing is more particular. Earlier, victims had to explicitly mention that 
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the motive was afrophobic, while today also names are indicators taken into account 

(Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:28ff). Increasing police reports of afrophobian crimes 

can partly be explained by these different routines and furthermore by an increased 

tendency to report crimes, claims Fröstberg (2009). In general, hate-crimes towards 

Afro-Swedes are large in relation to how many the group includes and furthermore to 

hate-crimes towards other minorities in Sweden according to Mångkulturellt centrum 

(2014a:30ff,34).  

 In a study from 2008, 68% of the participating Afro-Swedes claimed there is no 

reason to report a crime since it does not lead to anything, according to Beshir et al 

(2014). Some Afro-Swedes witness about their own or others lack of trust in police and 

the legal system due to negative experiences, such as false accusations or unsuccessful 

prevention/solutions of hate-crimes (Abraham, 2009b; Gakiza, 2009a, 2009b; 

Nshimiyimana, 2009; Ntekzimana, 2009a, 2009b). Kalonaityté et al. (2007:25ff) find 

that many of the interviewed young Afro-Swedish men have experience from the police 

with routine controls, suspicions and being treated as the perpetrator when being the 

victim. Furthermore, stories told at social media under the slogan @SvartKvinna 

[@BlackWoman] claims that there are racists acts by the police (Ndow Norrby, 

2015:18,22). Swedish police use derogatory names for Afro-Swedes and do not treat 

them well, claims Mångkulturellt centrum (2014a:39).  

 

Suspects 

In 2011, Jallow Momodou police reported a staged slave auction at a student party in 

Lund, and therefore his face was photoshoped into a poster of a chained African slave 

that were put up all over Lund (Raskortet, 2014). In court, Momodou’s perpetrator was 

freed, and furthermore the investigation of the slave auction was dropped 

(Mångkulturellt centrum, 2014a:38; Raskortet, 2014). Momodou blames this to racist 
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hierarchical power in the society where racism against blacks is not taken serious 

(ibid.). 

SOU 2006;30 claims that between 50 and 52% of the judicial investigations 

towards foreign-born Afro-Swedes are dropped, thus one of the highest percentage 

dropped cases for a group in Sweden. SOU (2006;30) claims the most reasonable 

conclusion is that there are most mistaken accusations towards this group from the 

beginning and that structural discrimination takes place in police reports and when 

capturing suspects. The report also shows a different between this group and the 

Swedish-born Afro-Swedes where the latter group has statistics closer to the Swedish-

born population with Swedish origin (SOU 2006;30:12f,81f,85f). 

 

5.12 Media and Popular Culture 

Findings on portrayals of Africans in media and popular culture, as well as role models 

within the same sphere will be brought up here, to latter be examined and analysed in 

chapter 6.3.2 The Sphere of Media and Popular Culture.  

 

Portrayal of Africans 

Media frequently report on afrophobian hate-crimes and discrimination of Afro-Swedes 

(for example Beshir et al, 2014; DN, 2005, 2013; Förstberg, 2009; Mlik, 2010; Oldberg, 

2013; Sundberg, 2014b; Åman, 2006). 

Nshimiyimana (2009) claims, if a Swedish citizen with African origin commit a 

crime, then that person's original country would be explained, but if there is a positive 

accomplishment from the same person, media would point out him or her as Swedish. 

Egide Habonimana (2009b), Deeqo Osman (2009) and Younnus Abdu (2009c) all think 

that media can, and are obliged to, do more than portray Africa as a continent of poverty 

and conflict. In 2010, Swedish-Somalian Wilo Abdulle Osman claimed he had googled 

somalier [Somalis] and the top three results concerned terrorism, khat addiction and 
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unemployment (Mlik, 2010). In 2014, Brinkemo made a similar observation, but pirates 

and wars are added to the list (Brinkemo, 2014:11).   

Blackface portrayals have during other events also been highlighted by 

Afrosvenskarnas Riksförbund as racist actions, for instance during Stockholm Pride 

parade 2013 (DN, 2013) and when the Dutch Club in Stockholm portrayed Zwarte Piet 

[Black Peter] when celebrating Sinterklaas in 2014 (Sundberg, 2014a). When the 

children’s movie Liten skär och alla små brokiga [Small Pink and All the Little Multi-

coloured Ones] came out on Swedish cinema, the original posters had already been 

banned due to one of the characters, Lilla hjärtat and her blackface-look  (Torén 

Björling, 2012). Stina Wirsén, creator of Lilla Hjärtat, explains she is sad about the 

discussion, and that she created Lilla hjärtat after understanding from her Afro-Swedish 

friends there is a lack of black role models in the society (Signander, 2012). Which 

leads to the other sub-code found in this sphere. 

 

Role Models 

Gärding claims Afro-Swedes is a group that does not participate in the cultural 

development shaping the Swedish society and thoughts about different groups (Gärding, 

2009b:16f). The report Rättvisaren claims that all groups with non-Nordic background, 

is highly underrepresented in media, both as experts, spokespersons, professionals and 

civilians, regardless if the topic is sports or economy, international or domestic 

(Rättviseförmedlingen, 2015). 

Many claim that there is a lack of Afro-Swedish role models (for example 

Cardinal, Quartey & Tainton and in Skawonius, 2012; Mångkulturellt centrum, 

2014a:22; Sawyer, 2007). This creates alienation and furthermore prevents self-esteem, 
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according to Sawyer (2007:310,312,318). The result of the famous Doll test
23

 is by 

Polite claimed to be another effect from the lack of black role models (Raskortet, 2014).  

Nanushka Yeaman wrote in DN year 2013 that “An Afro-Swedish revolution is 

simply taking place”
24

 (Yeaman, 2013) aiming at the new culture wave of Afro-Swedish 

musicians, film and TV, festivals and other cultural projects. An example could be 

earlier mentioned CinemAfrica (Haggren, 2015) and the book Svart i Sverige [Black in 

Sweden] with the purpose to highlight black cultural-historical influences in Sweden. 

The book brings up Afro-Swedish role models such as the first black minister in 

Sweden Nyamko Sabuni, soccer player Henrik Larsson and soprano singer Barbara 

Hendricks (Sylvan Henriksson & Gibson, 2012:19,84,126,133). 

 

 

  

                                                 
23

The Doll test was developed by Kenneth Clark, an American phycologist, to investigate how Race 

segregation affected children’s feeling of intrinsic value. Two identical dolls were shown to a child, but 

one characteristic differed between the dolls – the skin color – one was white and one was brown. The 

children were asked which one they liked the most and most children preferred the white one, even if 

themselves where dark-skinned. This showed according to Kenneth Clark that the children had in young 

years absorbed the negative attitude against brownness. In 2008 the test was repeated in Denmark with 

the same result. Children expressed “Because it's lighter in color”, “It’s got white skin and I like that’ and 

“Because I don't like the black ones” (Raskortet 2014). 
24
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6 Analysis 

This chapter will apply the analytical framework of Hans-Ingvar Roth presented in 

chapter 2, analyse the findings presented in chapter 5. Furthermore, parts of the 

background information in chapter 4 will be connected to the findings in this analysis. 

The analysis will use the conceptualization of positive/negative distance and inclusion 

to show how the situation of Afro-Swedes can be understood through the glasses of 

Roth. The identity-spheres are first examined, and later the integration-spheres. This is 

a division made by the analytical framework. However, additional spheres within those 

groups have been added, as well as a new category of mixed spheres including those 

spheres that cannot be claimed to be solo identity or solo integration spheres according 

to this research.  

 

6.1 Identity-spheres 

This part of the analysis, analyzes the findings presented in the chapters (in the order 

analysed below) 5.1 Language, 5.2 Religion, 5.3 Cultural Identification and 5.10 The 

Discourse on Swedishness. What these spheres have in common is that they according 

to Roth’s framework can be affected by identity and minority policies. 

 

6.1.1 The Language-sphere 

The lingua franca Roth claims to be important for positive inclusion is Swedish in this 

context. Swedish-born Afro-Swedes speak Swedish from childhood. Immigrated Afro-

Swedes claims it was important and a positive inclusion to learn Swedish: Speech, 

values and face expressions became easier once Swedish was mastered. The obligation 

of local councils to offer parental tongue education to pupils in public schools and high 

schools is definitely an example of a law supposed to create a positive distance. It is 

also expressed as a positive distance by Afro-Swedes to keep their parental tongue. 
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Unfortunately, already before the 21
st
 century, there was a lack of teachers and material. 

However, the findings do not reveal how much this affects the actual outcome of 

bilingualism among Afro-Swedes. 

 Many Afro-Swedes witness they have been mistakenly addressed to in English. 

This might not be a negative distance itself, but shows there is a perceived negative 

distance of Afro-Swedes, where members of the majority have assumed that Afro-

Swedes they meet on the street are not aware of the lingua franca. 

 

6.1.2 The Religion-sphere 

All in all, religion is not often mentioned in the anthologies or writings about or by 

Afro-Swedes. The analysis can be two-folded: Religion could be left out when 

identifying oneself as an Afro-Swede due to the great variety in African religions. 

Moreover the inclusion or distance in religion might not affect the situation of Afro-

Swedes as a group in Sweden. As mentioned, freedom of religion is a core freedom in 

Swedish law, and therefore no Afro-Swedes (or others) can be forced to conform to 

majority religion in Sweden. These laws in themselves provides for a situation where a 

positive distance can occur, however, due to lack of information on Afro-Swedes’ 

experiences in the religion-sphere, the analysis cannot go further than what the law 

reveals.  

 

6.1.3 The Culture-sphere 

Today, a person can both have a Swedish citizenship and for example an African 

nation’s citizenship. This was not possible before 2001, thus a situation of negative 

inclusion transformed to positive distance since. Being able to have dual citizenship 

allows a person to obtain a dual identity and thus the feeling of belonging to two 

societies or cultures – which is the core of positive distance. When it comes to cultural 

self-identification, many witnesses about a positive distancing that one can feel Swedish 
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but still have African traditions. Nevertheless, others claim there is an emphasis on the 

otherness within this double identity, which creates a negative distance. 

As described in chapter 5.3 Cultural Identification, a reappearing phenomenon 

is the one about straightened hair. At first, it may seem as if this is an example of 

negative inclusion, caused by the group itself. Especially since some of the sources 

claims they actually tried to fit into the majority through this action. However, the study 

of Salem Yohannes concludes that black hairstyles are not considered professional by 

the society, and therefore gives the situation more complexity. When the society gives a 

hairstyle a certain negative feature, in this case unprofessionalism, it may negatively 

distance through social distance and alienation. Hence, straightening your hair becomes 

the mean to the goal of being included. The antipole to negative distance is according to 

Roth positive inclusion; however none of the Afro-Swedes in this research expressed 

positive experiences of straightening their hair. Have Afro-Swedes who straighten their 

hair then caused the negative inclusion themselves? Partly, nevertheless, with an aim to 

be positively included, not negatively, on demands from a society that somehow has 

created a hierarchy on hairstyles. 

As seen, both cultural assimilation and swedification are brought up by Afro-

Swedes. Cultural assimilation is as Roth explains a negative inclusion, while 

swedification has to be deliberated more on. Is the swedification forced upon the 

person? Is it hindering the other possible identity to prosper? If yes, then it is negative 

inclusion, if no, then it might as well be positive inclusion. 

 

6.1.4 The Sphere of the Discourse on Swedishness 

A negative inclusion is described due to the impossibility to talk about races and 

ethnicities in the Swedish society or use it as a ground for population counts or 

statistics. As seen, the Swedish law only see one race – the human race. The Swedish 

society is therefore claimed to be blind to racism as OHCHR puts it, and examples of 
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this are given in the findings. This negative inclusion becomes troublesome and 

tiresome for people who cannot show the ground to why they feel segregated or 

exposed; there are no races to be racist against. As seen in chapter 2.2.3 Negative 

Inclusion, Hans-Ingvar Roth means that when the society does not recognize minorities 

as an own group, the members can be hindered from self-identification. 

A negative inclusion related to this is the you-are-almost-white-comments 

accounted for in the findings. Why? – If stating with a positive attitude that a person 

with a feature almost doesn’t have it, it removes the legitimacy of the person to identify 

with it, and also undermine a willing to. It makes a person to partly belong to the in-

group without either asking the person if it wants to be there on the conditions of 

erasing a feature of one’s identity. Furthermore, these comments have double influence 

due to its negative distancing of the group that is not almost-white when contrasting 

them against each other. This same negative distance is obvious when a person is not 

believed to be Swedish due to non-majority features.  

 The compliance to the term Afro-Swedish itself can be, and is evident in the 

findings that it is seen as positive distance. The concept brings belonging, is in the 

examples of the findings not forced upon the people, and can help to self-identify with a 

group and furthermore give the group members possibilities to feel justice, self-esteem 

and find a social community. In comparison, the n-word has worked distancing as well, 

but with a negative value. The word is forced upon Afro-Swedes and does not create 

possibilities for the group, but rather disconnect them from possibilities due to its 

derogatory and alienation use, according to the findings.   

 

6.2 Integration-spheres  

As Roth’s framework suggest, spheres not affected by minority policies, can instead be 

affected by integration policies. These spheres will be analysed in this second part of 

chapter 6. Therefore, the findings from six sub-chapters in chapter 5 Findings, will be 
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analysed, namely (in order analysed below): 5.4 Politics, 5.5 Labour, 5.6 Higher 

Education, 5.8 Housing, 5.7 Public School and 5.11 Judicial System. 

 

6.2.1 The Politic-sphere 

Afro-Swedes experience a positive inclusion in the political sphere due to equal voting 

rights for everyone, no matter ethnicity. If living in Sweden for less than three years, 

one can however not vote in the Parliament elections. This concerns non-citizens, thus 

far from all Afro-Swedes, but only those who immigrated. When it comes to political 

participation however, there is a negative distance for the group of African-born Afro-

Swedes in both proportion between nominated and elected candidates, and in 

representation of Afro-Swedes in the Parliament, County councils and Local councils, 

as well as in voting participation. Afro-Swedes are furthermore not mentioned much 

within political party programmes. However, neither are other minorities mentioned 

there, which is why it cannot be justified to call this absence a distance. Sweden could 

be considered to have acknowledged the phenomenon of afrophobia due to the Prime 

Ministers’ recognition of it in his inaugural speech: Both ENAR and the UN Working 

Group of experts on people of African Descent consider this to be a positive distance 

due to the separation of Afro-Swedes from other groups to recognize their particular 

situation.  

 

6.2.2 The Labour-sphere 

Already before the 21
st
 century, Afro-Swedes were in general having either a negative 

distance or a negative inclusion in the labour sphere. Both negative distance that did not 

allow the group to the market at all and the negative inclusion allowing them to get 

unqualified positions, made Afro-Swedes feel marginalized. Reports in the 21
st
 century 

shows, the less time you have lived in Sweden as an African-born Afro-Swede, the 

more negatively distanced you are from the labour sector. Nevertheless, in all categories 
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of length lived in Sweden, there is a higher negative distance than for all other foreign-

born groups, thus this is not only claimed for Afro-Swedes. External reasons to the 

negative distance are both explained to be discrimination, lacking possibilities to 

qualifications and exaggerated demands from employers.  

Also negative inclusion remains in the 21
st
 century according to both statistics 

and Afro-Swedes themselves. Underrepresentation of African-born Afro-Swedes within 

qualified professions, work without correlation to education and obtaining the lowest 

salaries are all negative inclusion such as subordination. These negative values in the 

labour sector are blamed, by different sources, to cause the escape plan to leave 

Sweden; every day for work, temporarily or permanently.  

Other reasons usually discussed in labour and income debates, such as language 

difficulties, original education level and work experience, are not deliberated on much 

in the findings of this research. Nevertheless, no matter what cause for example 

unemployment and lower average income, it is still negative distance/inclusion in eyes 

of the analytical framework.  

 

6.2.3 The Higher Education-sphere 

The statistics on higher education shows a negative distance between foreign-born Afro-

Swedes and other foreign-born, where less Afro-Swedes than other foreign-born 25-

year-olds had started higher education. Swedish-born Afro-Swedes with two foreign-

born parents did however, not correspond to the picture of negative distance but had an 

equal number of 25-year olds as all Swedish-born with to foreign-born parents. Not 

only participation overall is mentioned, but one Afro-Swede also brings up that it is 

hard to continue studying in Sweden if started somewhere else. This thus becomes a 

negative distance toward Afro-Swedes, as well as others, who have immigrated before 

finishing their studies. Moreover, it is stated that validation from African education can 
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be hard. Reasons could possibly be poor quality or documentation of the studies, 

nevertheless, it distances further negatively. 

 

6.2.4 The Housing-sphere 

Segregation is a type of negative distance and according to the findings; this is 

experienced by Afro-Swedes in the housing sphere. Furthermore, it can be seen as a 

negative inclusion, since Afro-Swedes are living where the majority does not want to 

live, thus a subordination is also present. In the housing sphere, the qualification is often 

an income, which is why a group negatively distanced in the labour sphere, 

automatically risk being negatively distanced/included also in the housing sphere, as the 

findings suggest is the case with Afro-Swedes. Integrationsverket draw this conclusion 

in 2001, but as seen, they also neglected this a few years later. Mångkulturellt centrum 

on the other hand points directly to Afro-Swedes moving away from majority areas to 

create a more positive surrounding, opening up possibilities for themselves. Thus living 

in a segregated area can also be a positive distance due to the own choice of moving 

there, with the aim to create a better livelihood (due to escaping every-day racism as the 

case in the findings).  

 

6.2.5 The Public School-sphere 

In the public school sphere, Afro-Swedes witness about experienced negative distance 

in different forms. Segregation in school could be between natives and immigrants or 

between pupils with or without African origin. Some witness that teachers did not 

always take the use of the n-words serious and sometimes the Afro-Swedish children 

themselves have been blamed. On the other hand, a positive distance found in the 

school sphere, at least for Swedish-Somalis is in the example of a separate pre-school. 

This way the parents have chosen to be separate within the minority and have the 

chance to form self-esteem in culture and identity from early years. 
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When Swedish-born Jonathan Sswerugi was put in SFI class, he was negatively 

distanced from his classmates since he was forced to join another class, and he did not 

feel it to be justified in any other way than to fill a quota in that group. Nyamko 

Sabuni’s example is a sort of subordination – She was graded on equal terms as the 

other children, thus included. However, she was expected to do worse, which is why she 

got a negative inclusion treatment – She got positive feedback easier. Even though she 

did not feel it negatively then, she does today. All children in Sweden are positive 

included to be allowed to go to school. Nevertheless, a social distance is present due to 

that only around half of the proportion African-born pupils qualifies to continue on to 

high school in comparison to all pupils.  

 

6.2.6 The Judicial-sphere 

Afro-Swedes, as well as all others, are on the paper positively included in the Swedish 

judicial system: All should be treated equal before the law according to the fundamental 

rights in Swedish law. A Swedish Government’s Official Report however, shows that 

foreign-born Afro-Swedes probably have most mistaken accusations directed towards 

them and therefore negatively distanced within the judicial system. Swedish-born Afro-

Swedes do not seem to experience this negative distance. Afro-Swedes witness on lack 

of trust in reporting crimes, thus also a negative distance. Increasing reports however, 

implies that this might be changing a little bit. 

 Some sources claim that afrophobian crimes have increased. This could be 

analysed as an increasing negative distance towards Afro-Swedes. However, two things 

are necessary to highlight. First of all, an increase of reported crime could possibly be 

explained by increasing trust in the authorities and thus an increasing positive inclusion 

of the group now feeling included enough to report. This claim is also made by one of 

the news articles presented in the findings. Second, the sub-category of afrophobian 

motives to hate-crimes is not more than a few years old and the recent changed 
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definition, could have affected the statistics. Today, it has expanded and includes more 

crimes than those claimed to be afrophobic by the victim, which were the only criteria 

earlier. Nevertheless, the proportion of afrophobian hate-crimes is large in statistics (as 

seen in chapter 5.11 Judicial System) and a clear negative distance for the group. Still, it 

would be a bit drastic to conclude that the increase of this negative distance equals the 

increase of reported afrophobian crimes.  

 

6.3 Mixed Spheres  

Two spheres are considered to be between-spheres due to its belonging both to 

individual/group belonging matters of minorities, as well as to societal responsibility of 

integration. Thus, the spheres are hard to categorize to one of the two that Roth 

distinguish from each other. Therefore they will be called mixed spheres, and this third 

part of chapter 6, presents the anlysis of the findings in the sub-chapters 5.9 Social 

Contacts and 5.12 Media and Popular Culture. 

 

6.3.1 The Social-sphere 

A negative distance in social life has been witnessed by both studies and many Afro-

Swedes. However, this distance has somewhat been experienced as positive by others 

due to for instance the identification as a group member of Afro-Swedes, and 

possibilities to face common difficulties in the society. Furthermore being positively 

distanced from the majority into a part of another society might shadow, or overtake the 

negative distance towards another of the identities one confirm to, as in the case of 

Deeqo Osman identifying herself to the deaf society rather than being Afro-Swedish. 

 Stories about everyday racism or perceived discrimination seem to never end at 

social media. Different sources witness for example about negative distance of 

discrimination to get into nightclubs, and others that once inside, a negative inclusion 

takes over where Afro-Swedes seem to be subordinated. Thus welcome, but also easier 
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targets to sexism and exotism. This should be considered negative inclusion due to the 

force from others into this position and the many testimonies express negative attitudes 

towards it.  

 

6.3.2 The Sphere of Media and Popular Culture 

Many sources mention aspects of negative inclusion both Africa and Afro-Swedes have 

in the Media. Even if included, Afro-Swedes feel that their group is often portrayed as 

poor, victims or just different. It is claimed that Afro-Swedish heroes are pointed out as 

Swedish, while Afro-Swedish criminals are pointed out as Africans. Per Brinkemo and 

Wilo Abdulle Osman both googled Somalis and percieved the top results as negative. 

All these examples are examples of subordination, a type of negative inclusion. In 

popular culture, same thing is present according to the findings. Blackfaces in popular 

culture, are often perceived as a subordinated portrayal of Africans and is therefore also 

a negative inclusion. 

 A negative distance is taking place in the sub-sphere of role models according to 

many sources. This negative distancing could according to Oivvio Polite, be an affect 

from the negative self-images children with African descent have shown in doll-tests. 

Negative distancing can itself be a consequence of negative self-images which could in 

this case be deliberated upon as a possible internal explanation of this distance. 

Furthermore, according to Roth’s framework, network structures and ethnocentrism 

could be possible external explanations.  

 A more positive expression is that a perceived revolution by Afro-Swedish 

culture takes place according to one source. Thus the subordination and negative 

inclusion might be changing towards a positive distance when Afro-Swedish authors, 

movies and music are given more space in the spotlight through their own changes. 
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6.4 The Overall Situation for Afro-Swedes  
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Figure 2 is created to show an overview of the findings analysed as negative or positive 

distance or inclusion. As seen, there is positive/negative inclusion found in the same 

spheres as negative/positive distance is found. Some explanations can be found in the 

figure: First, there can be a difference within the group of Afro-Swedes, as in the Higher 

Education sphere where Swedish-born Afro-Swedes are integrated but African-born 

Afro-Swedes are not; Second, choice or force plays a role. As in the housing sphere 

where spatial segregation by perceived choice has been positive while spatial 

segregation by perceived force has been negative; Third, on paper and by law, Afro-

Swedes are often both positively included and distanced within the Swedish society, 

however, as the UN Working Group of experts on people of African Descent explained 

after their visit to Sweden, the reality for Afro-Swedes seems to stretch further than 

formalities written down. As seen in the judicial sphere in Figure 2, everyone is equal 

before the law (positive inclusion), but most mistaken accusations are directed toward 

African-born (negative distance). 

Figure 3 is a stripped version of Figure 2, thus showing the final result that both 

positive distance/inclusion and negative distance/inclusion can be found in the situation 

of Afro-Swedes, even within the same sphere. Percieved distance, is however more 

common overall, than perceived inclusion – in both positive and negative terms – in the 

result of this research. This could imply that the Swedish society could be a society 

where the minority is more often encouraged to keep their own than invited to share the 

common – and more often closed out, than forced into the majority behaviour. Thus, 

this research has found more evidence of perceived distance than evidence of percieved 

inclusion, no matter if it is voluntary or not.  
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Due to the qualitative approach this research has, none of the analysis can 

actually be claimed to be general for all Afro-Swedes. However, what it does show is an 

overall picture suggesting there are often elements of both negative and positive 

inclusion/distance, depending on which sphere you look into and whom you ask. 

Therefore, Figure 3 is to be understood as visualizing examples that together create an 

understanding that the situation for Afro-Swedes are a bit more complex than just 

concluding the negative picture presented in earlier research and media represent all 

Afro-Swedes. Such portrayals represent every single member of the group as little as 

this research does. 
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7 Concluding remarks 
This chapter leaves short but necessary comments on both the analysis and the research 

topic itself. Finally, some thoughts upon future research are given.   

 

7.1 Comments on the Analysis 

Hans-Ingvar Roth’s analytical framework’s main contribution to this research is that it 

provides a multi-sided perspective to investigate the situation of the Afro-Swedish 

minority in different spheres, in contrast to earlier research that most often have 

concentrated on one sphere of society, mostly with a negative point of departure. The 

framework helps to understand that Afro-Swedes can both be segregated and integrated 

at the same time but in different ways. It is important to remember that Roth’s 

framework highlights the experience of the minority itself as the determining factor if 

distance or inclusion is negative or positive. Many might think while reading the 

analysis, that this situation is not specific for Afro-Swedes, but also a general situation 

for other minorities in the society. Which is why it is also important to remember that 

this research has used the framework to analyse one minority – Afro-Swedes – 

independent from other minorities, why other minorities are left out from this specific 

research’s analysis.   

As seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3, distance is perceived as more common than 

inclusion in the Swedish society in this research. Furthermore, most examples of 

positive distance are found among spheres connected to identity and most examples of 

negative distance are found within the spheres that Roth connects to integration policy. 

Therefore one would be tempted to draw the conclusion that to make Afro-Swedes’ 

situation better one should be concentrating on integration policy, rather than on identity 

and minority politics. However, the examples of negative distance in the identity-

spheres and of positive distance/inclusion in the integration-spheres, together with the 

findings coded to the mixed spheres, shows the complexity and that this type of 
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conclusion cannot be drawn from this research. The analysis expands Roth’s six spheres 

to include twelve, visualizing complexity in minority research: Investigating just one or 

a few spheres is the normality concerning Afro-Swedes, however this analysis has made 

its best to make an overview of all spheres found in the sources used. 

The findings of this research have failed to capture two phenomenons that by 

some might be seen as obvious in the discussion of Afro-Swedes’ situation; sport and 

dance/music. While the national sport news often presents results from Afro-Swedes 

and most cities now have gyms that providec us with Afrodance-workout, this research 

has not found any such written sources discussing these spheres. This suggests that this 

research could have been supplemented to give an even broader picture than it already 

does. Supplementing sources could for example be sports news, sportclubs’ webpages 

or activity-lists from different meetingplaces, for instance training centers, dancehalls 

and concert arenas. Two suitable spheres to add could then possibly have been a Sport-

sphere and a Sphere of Dance and Music. The latter possibly its own main sphere, or 

presented as a sub-sphere under The Sphere of Popular Culture, depending on what 

such findings would show. With this in mind, this concluding remark thus suggest that 

more spheres than those discussed by publications in particular, could possibly  be 

found, with circumstances more generous in time and scope.  

 

7.2 Comments on the Research Topic 

Africa and Africans have during long time been viewed upon with prejudice as being 

the wild and the other and most often portrayed in negative circumstances such as war 

and hunger or in need of development. After conducting this research, a conclusion 

emerge that the same is valid for previous research on Afro-Swedes. Research have 

often had the point of departure that Afro-Swedes are discriminated in one or another 

sphere of society, and aimed to show how many, in what way or what can be done to 

stop the discrimination. Afro-Swedes are thus victimized already in the research 
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designs. Alike how many today urge for a modern, holistic and overall portrayal of 

Africa, this research has urged a more holistic portrayal of Afro-Swedes’ situation. 

Victims of discrimination and harassment should of course never be impaired by 

neglecting the unequal treatment, however this research shows that being a victim is not 

the whole story – there are also positive elements in Afro-Swedes’ situation. 

 This research could have expected to find more positive writing on Afro-Swedes 

in terms of music, dance and sports (as included in pop-culture sphere or creating own 

spheres). However, it has failed to find this material. This might also show that the 

positive sides are often forgotten in accessible material, discussions and public debates.  

Studying a minority in a country, where the minority cannot be distinguished in 

statistics, is complicated. Descent longer back than birthplace of parents is not 

accounted for in Swedish data, sometimes not even that. Therefore this research tries to 

be transparent as possible on explaining what group within the group of Afro-Swedes 

data concerns. Anthologies have been easier to distinguish due to the self-identification 

by participants.  

 

7.4 Further Research 

Further research could possibly be able to connect these results to necessary priorities 

within policy making. Hans-Ingvar Roth does suggest measures to improve the balance; 

however, these measures have not been given scope in this particular research. Such 

scope could investigate causes and effects to the double sided message that positive 

inclusion and distance have been successful in some spheres, while negative distance 

and inclusion have taken over-hand in others. Moreover it would be interesting to 

research other minorities in the Swedish society to see if they are challenged and 

fostered within the same spheres or not. A pattern would then be able to show were 

change should be promoted. 
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Appendices  

Appendix 1. Ajagán-Lester’s Study of Educational Texts 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2. Palmberg’s Study of Educational Texts 

 

Mai Palmberg (2000)’s main findings on how Swedish educational texts portrayed 

Africa and Africans in the 1980’s and the 1990’s 

 

The ‘old’ prejudice found in 1987’s study: 

● Biological racism 

● Africans as wilds 

● Africa has no own history 

● Europeans are the developers 

● Africa is mainly exotic 

● Africa is low ranked on a development ladder and defined thereafter 

(Palmberg 2000:13). 

 

The ‘new’ prejudice found in 1987’s study: 

● Aid is Africa’s blessing 

● Only negative pictures described, creating compassion towards Africa  

● Feelings of guilt is reinforced instead of solidarity 

(Palmberg 2000:13f). 

 

How school books from the 1990’s was found to treat Africa and Africans: 

● Often an ‘us’ and ‘them’-perspective presented 

● Guilt and compassion – sometimes even over exaggerated 

● The slavery is described as a dichotomy between white Europeans and black Africans 

● The missionary work is portrayed as the first love in Afrika 

● The development work is no longer portrayed as a necessary a blueprint from Europe. 

However, politics has taken over this part of the thought that Africa has to follow 

Europe 

● An attitude of change has also contributed to that school books emphasize that 

Europeans could learn something from Africans, not just the opposite way around. 

● Pictures are used without naming the African people on them, or even explaining what 

country they are from/in 

● No signs of biological racism in the discourse about Africa or Africans 

● Racism is however described as a historical particularity in school books 

● Cultural racism is portrayed to be a new phenomenon 

● The development discourse does generalize and texts about African countries are 

negative. The picture being sad in the 1980’s, has now turned to disastrous. 

(Palmberg 2000:216f,219,222f,224,228,231,233,237) 

Source: Palmberg, Mai (2000) Afrikabild för partnerskap?: Afrika i de svenska 

skolböckerna.Stockholm: Elander Gotab  



 

 

 

 

Appendix 3. Number of Swedish Inhabitants Born in Africa 1960-

2003 

 

 

 

 
 

  



 

 

 

 

Appendix 4. Granted Swedish Residence Permits 1984-2014 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Appendix 5. African-born in Swedish Elections 1991-2014 

 

Afro-Swedes born in Africa nominated and elected in the Swedish national elections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Appendix 6. Diagram visualizing the Axial Coding  

 


